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Abstract 

Near-Ground Cooling Efficacies of Trees and High-Albedo Surfaces 

by 

Ronnen Michael Levinson 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering-Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Van P. Carey, Chair 

Daytime summer urban heat islands arise when the prevalence of dark-colored surfaces 

and lack of vegetation make a city warmer than neighboring countryside. Two frequently- 

proposed summer heat island mitigation measures are to plant trees and to increase the 

albedo (solar reflectivity) of ground surfaces. This dissertation examines the effects of 

these measures on the surface temperature of an object near the ground, and on solar heat- 

ing of air near the ground. Near-ground objects include people, vehicles, and buildings. 

The variation of the surface temperature of a near-ground object with ground albedo indi- 

cates that a rise in ground albedo will cool a near-ground object only if the object’s albedo 

exceeds a critical value. This critical value of object albedo depends on wind speed, object 

geometry, and the height of the atmospheric thermal boundary layer. It ranges from 0.15 to 

0.37 for a person. If an object has typical albedo of 0.3, increasing the ground albedo by 



0.25 perturbs the object’s surface temperature by -1 to +2 K. 

Comparing a tree’s canopy-to-air convection to the reduction in ground-to-air convection 

induced by tree shading of the ground indicates that the presence of a tree can either 

increase or decrease solar heating of ground-level air. The tree’s net effect depends on the 

extent to which solar heating of the canopy is dissipated by evaporation, and on the frac- 

tion of air heated by the canopy that flows downward and riiixes with the ground-level air. 

A two-month lysimeter (plant-weighing) experiment was conducted to measure instanta- 

neous rates of water loss from a tree under various conditions of weather and soil-mois- 

ture. Calculations of canopy-to-air convection and the reduction of ground-to-air 

convection based on this data indicate that canopy-induced heating would negate shadow- 

induced cooling if approximately 45% of the canopy-heated air mixed with ground level 

air. This critical fraction is comparable to typical downward mixing fractions, so the tree’s 

net heating or cooling effect on near-ground air is small. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Daytime summer urban heat islands arise when a prevalence of dark-colored surfaces and 
a lack of vegetation make urban areas warmer than the countryside. The cooling benefits 
of adding trees to cities and of increasing the solar reflectivity, or albedot, of urban sur- 
faces have been investigated primarily through finite-difference simulations that predict 
changes in urban air temperature and building energy demand. While quite thorough, 
these simulations are numerical in nature, and thus tend to produce non-general results. It 
would be helpful to have simple physical models with which to explore the effects of veg- 
etation and albedo on the urban environment. Since cooling-energy demand and human 
comfort depend primarily on the near-ground climate, thrs study will focus on the reduc- 
tion of (a) the surface temperature of near-ground objects, and (b) heat convection to air 
near the ground. Examples of near-ground objects include people, vehicles, and buildings; 
near-ground air refers to that within the first few meters above the ground. 

1.2 PAST STUDIES: FINITE-DIFFERENCE SIMULATIONS OF CITIES AND 
BUILDINGS 

1.2.1 Boundary Layer, Urban Canyon, and Building Energy Models 

Mesoscale Models. Past investigations of schemes to mitigate urban heat islands begin by 
altering the descriptions of ground surface albedo and vegetative cover supplied to a 
“mesoscale” boundary layer model. Mesoscale models have horizontal domains on the 
order of 100 km, horizontal resolutions on the order of 1 km, and typically march over 
time domains of several days. The mesoscale simulation predicts the near-ground air tem- 
perature change resultant from the changes in vegetative cover and surface albedo. 

Microscale Models. In some studies, the change in near-ground air temperature computed 
by the mesoscale model is piped directly to a “microscale” building energy model. A 
microscale model has a horizontal domain on the order of 100 m, and typically describes 
the heat relations of one or more buildings. Also supplied to the microscale model are 
changes to the building’s surface albedo and vegetative cover. The microscale model usu- 
ally yields a change in a building’s demand for cooling energy. 

Urban Canyon Models. In other studies, an urban canyon model may be used to link the 
mesoscale and microscale models. Urban canyon models typically describe the energy 
exchange over the domain of a city block, and resolve to the scale of one or two buildings. 
Using the mesoscale model output as a boundary condition, the urban canyon model is run 
to estimate the air temperature around a building. Urban canyon models can also calculate 

t. A surface’s “albedo” is the fraction of incident solar energy thar it reflects. The solar radiation 
wavelength spectrum ranges from 0.1 to 4 pm . 



the influence of the ground albedo on the amount of solar energy reflected from the ground 
to building surfaces. 

1.2.2 Lack of Generality to Simulation Results 

The aforementioned numerical simulations yield case-specific results. That is, given a 
description of a ground-surface or building, initial conditions, and boundary conditions, 
each model marches forward in time to solve finite difference equations for hourly values 
of mesoscale climate, urban-canyon climate, or building energy demand. Other than by 
regressing the results of an enormous number of computationally-expensive simulations, it 
is difficult to extract from such models generalized closed-form expressions for the effects 
of changes to albedo and vegetative cover. 

1.3 NEW APPROACH: MICROSCALE PHYSICAL MODELS AND 
MEASUREMENTS 

1.3.1 Questions 

This paper sets out to answer some fundamental questions about the effects of summer 
urban heat island mitigation schemes on the near-ground environment: 

Will increasing the albedo of a paved surface warm or cool nearby objects, such as 
people, vehicles, and buildings? 
By how much will increasing ground albedo or the extent to which an object is shaded 
change the temperature of the object’s surface and the amount of heat convected from 
the object’s surface to the near-ground air? 
Will the introduction of a tree lead to a net cooling or heating of the air near the 
ground? What is the magnitude of this effect? 

1.3.2 Investigations 

First, a microscale physical model is constructed to develop formulas for the variations 
with shading and ground albedo of the surface temperature and convective loss? of an 
object near the ground. near the ground. These variations are then computed for several 
common near-ground objects-a human, a car, and a small building. Next, a second 
microscale model is developed to predict the change in ground-level air heating induced 
by the presence of a tree. This second model is then applied to climate and evapotranspira- 
tion* data gathered in a tree lysimeters experiment, and the results used to calculate the 
change in ground-level air heating induced by the experimental tree. 

When referring to a near-ground object, the terms “convective loss” and “object-to-air convec- 
tion” will be used interchangeably. The latter is more descriptive, but the former is terser. 
“Evapotranspiration” is the evaporation of water from the surfaces of a transpiring plant, prima- 
rily leaves. 
A “lysimeter,” or plant-weighing, experiment records the mass of a plant over a period of time to 
determine its rate of evapotranspiration. Since nearly all changes in plant mass are due to water 
transport, the plant’s rate of total mass loss is very close to its rate of water mass loss. 
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1.4 PHYSICS 

1.4.1 Effects of Ground Albedo and Shading on Near-Ground Objects 

Environmental Temperature. The surface temperature of an object near the ground is 
influenced by convection to the air, and by the exchange of long and short-wave radia- 
tions? with both ground and sky. These heat flows determine the object’s “environmental 
temperature,” or surface temperature attained when no heat is conducted from the object’s 
surface to its core. When surface-to-core conduction is negligible, the study of the varia- 
tion of an object’s surface temperature with radiation and convection reduces to determin- 
ing the corresponding variations of its environmental temperature. 

Convective Heating of Near-Ground Air. Convective heat loss from the surface of a 
near-ground object warms the air near the ground. Since the magnitude of this flow is pro- 
portional to the difference in temperature between the object’s surface and the air near the 
ground, the variation of object-to-air convection can be found from the variations of the 
difference between the environmental and air temperatures. 

Increasing Ground Albedo. Raising the albedo of the ground will increase the amount of 
solar radiation reflected by the ground. This reduces the amount of solar heat absorbed by 
the ground, lowering the ground’s temperature and thus reducing the magnitudes of con- 
vective loss and long-wave radiative loss from the ground. The total decrease in long-wave 
and convective loss from the ground will equal the increase in solar radiation reflected by 
the ground. The decrease in ground temperature also lowers the temperature of air near the 
ground, though the air temperature does not decline as much as the ground temperature. 

The effect on the near-ground object of raising the ground albedo is threefold. First, the 
amount of solar radiation reflected from the ground to the object increases, which tends to 
raise the object’s environmental temperature. Second, the amount of long-wave radiation 
from the ground to the object decreases, which tends to lower the object’s environmental 
temperature. Third, the temperature of the air around the near-ground object declines, 
which also tends to lower the object’s environmental temperature. The net changes of the 
object’s environmental temperature and convection to the air may be positive or negative. 

Increasing Shading. Shading a near-ground object-say, by introducing tree cover-will 
decrease the amount of short-wave radiation incident on the object, which lowers the 
object’s environmental temperature and its convective loss to the air. The extent of shadi?g 
can be described by an object’s “shade fraction,” defined to be the fraction of insolation* 

t. The spectrum of long-wave (thermal) radiation is typically taken to be 3 - 100 pm ; a 300K 
black body emits maximum energy per unit wavelength at 9.7 pm . The spectrum for short- 
wave radiation is 0.4 - 4 ,urn ; a 6,000K black body (i.e. the sun) emits maximum energy per 
unit wavelength at 0.48 ,urn. 

interchangeably. 
$. The terms “solar radiation,” “short-wave radiation,” “SW radiation,” and “insolation” are used 
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from sky to object that is obstructed by shading. An object with a shade fraction of zero is 
unshaded, while an object with a shade fraction of one is completely shaded. Increasing 
the shade fraction will always lower an object’s environmental temperature and its convec- 
tive loss to the air. 

1.4.2 Effects of Planting a Tree on the Heating of Near-Ground Air 

Planting a tree has two effects on the amount of heat convected into the near-ground air. 
First, the tree’s canopy lowers the temperature of the ground in its shadow, reducing the 
amount of heat convected from the ground to the air. Second, the tree’s canopy convects 
heat to the canopy-level air. Since some fraction of this heated air will flow to ground 
level, canopy-level convection will indirectly heat the ground level air. Thus, the introduc- 
tion of a tree may warm or cool the ground-level air, depending on the relative magnitudes 
of the ground-to-air convection decrease and the downward-flowing canopy-to-air convec- 
tion. 

Changes in Ground-To-Air Convection. In the absence of a tree, the amount of short- 
wave radiation striking the ground is simply that incident on any horizontal surface, and 
the temperature of the surface with which the ground exchanges long-wave radiationt is 
that of the sky. The introduction of a tree canopy reduces the sky-to-ground insolation by 
the amounts of insolation absorbed or reflected skyward by the canopy. The tree canopy is 
also warmer than the portion of the slq that it obscures; this increases the amount of long- 
wave radiation to the ground. The decrease in groundward short-wave radiation generally 
exceeds the increase in groundward long-wave radiation, so the introduction of a tree 
decreases the total amount of radiation to the ground. This lowers the temperature of the 
ground, and thus the amount of heat convected from the ground to the air. 

Changes in Canopy-To-Air Convection. Solar heating makes the exterior surface of a 
tree’s canopy warmer than the ambient air. Long-wave radiation loss and latent heat lost 
by evapotranspiration reduces this temperature elevation, but the average temperature of 
the leaves in the canopy is generally remains higher than that of the air. Thus, the canopy 
convects heat to the canopy-level air. Since some fraction of this warmed canopy-level air 
will flow downward to the ground level to mix with the ground-level air, the introduction 
of a tree will indirectly heat the ground-level air. 

The magnitude of this heat flow from the canopy to the ground-level air depends on (a) the 
radiative load of the canopy; (b) the rate of latent heat loss from the canopy; and (c) the 
fraction of canopy-level air that migrates to the ground level. Given the canopy’s geometry 
and climate (e.g. horizontal-surface insolation, air temperature, and so on), the canopy’s 
radiative load may be determined from an energy balance. 

It is more difficult to predict the latent heat loss, because a plant’s rate of evapotranspira- 
tion is strongly controlled by physiological responses to illumination and availability of 
water. Thus, the rate of latent heat loss must be found from either a complex model of 

t. Referred to as the “radiative temperature” to which the ground is exposed. 
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plant physiology, or from measurements of a plant’s rate of evapotranspiration. The latter 
route was taken in this paper, and is described later in this chapter. 

The fraction to canopy-level air that flows down to air level, or “downward mixing frac- 
tion,” may be determined to varying levels of accuracy. The simplest approach considers 
only symmetry, which would suggest that half of the canopy-level air will migrate down- 
ward. If buoyancy is also taken into account, the downward mixing fraction should be less 
than one-half, since the warm canopy-level air will tend to rise. A proper evaluation of the 
downward mixing fraction requires simulation or measurement of the air flow around the 
canopy of a tree. 

1.4.3 Predictors of Signs and Magnitudes of Near-Ground Effects 

Near-Ground Object Surface Temperature and Convection. The effects on near- 
ground objects of changes in shading and ground albedo may be gauged by the derivatives 
of the object’s environmental temperature and convective loss with respect to shade frac- 
tion and ground albedo. The expressions for these derivatives contain two critical values of 
an object’s albedo. At the first, the “temperature-critical object albedo,” an object’s envi- 
ronmental temperature does not vary with ground albedo. At the second, the “convection- 
critical object albedo,” the object’s convection loss is insensitive to ground albedo. An 
object’s actual albedo may be compared to these critical albedos to determine if an 
increase in ground albedo will raise of lower the object’s environmental temperature and 
convection loss. 

Tree-Induced Changes in Near-Ground Convection. The net ground-level air heating 
or cooling induced by the introduction of a tree depends on (a) the change in ground-to-air 
convection induced by the tree’s shadow; (b) the amount of heat convected from the can- 
opy to the canopy-level air; and (c) the downward mixing fraction. There will be some 
critical value of the downward mixing fraction at which the canopy-induced heating will 
balance the ground-induced cooling; this fraction is simply the ratio of the ground-level 
cooling to the canopy-level heating. The expected downward mixing fraction may then be 
compared to the critical downward mixing fraction to predict whether the net effect of the 
tree will be to add of remove heat from the ground-level air. 

1.5 EXPERIMENT 

A tree canopy can dissipate a sizable fraction of its solar heat load by latent heat loss. 
Since it is difficult to predict a plant’s rate of evapotranspiration without detailed howl- 
edge of its physiological responses to climate-particularly with respect to insolation and 
soil moisture availability-a lysimeter experiment was conducted to measure diurnal pro- 
files of a tree’s climate and rate of water loss. 

The experimental specimen was a small, potted tree sited on the third-story roof of a build- 
ing in Berkeley, CA from August to October? in 1995. An electronic scale measured the 
mass of the tree, while an adjacent weather station measured ambient weather conditions, 
including air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and horizontal-surface insola- 
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tion. This provided the climate and evapotranspiration data needed to calculate the can- 
opy-level and ground-level convections induced by the tree. 

1.6 THESIS OVERVIEW 

1.6.1 The Big Picture 

After this introduction and a review of relevant literature, this study pursues two distinct 
topics: (a) the effects on near-ground objects of ground albedo and shade fraction modifi- 
cations, and (b) the effects on convection of heat to near-ground air of introducing a tree. 
The paper’s concluding remarks address the results of both investigations, and discuss the 
merits of the models used within. Multiple appendices detail the theories of heat transfer, 
mass transfer, and plant physiology employed in the physical models, as well as the exper- 
imental and data analysis techniques developed for the lysimeter experiment. 

1.6.2 Topic One: Near-Ground Objects 

First, a near-ground object energy balance is established to find expressions for (a) the 
temperature and convection critical object albedos, and (b) the derivatives of environmen- 
tal temperature and object-to-air convection with respect to ground albedo and shade frac- 
tion. Values are then calculated for three typical objects-a human, a car, and a small 
building-under low and moderate wind conditions, and for short and tall thermal bound- 
ary layers, at noon on a summer day. 

1.6.3 Topic Two: Tree-Induced Changes in Convection 

Second, a coupled mass-energy balance is developed for the canopy of a tree. This yields 
formulas for the changes in canopy-to-air and ground-to-air convection induced by the 
presence of a tree. Data from the lysimeter experiment is supplied to the tree model to cal- 
culate the experimental tree’s heat flows. Diurnal profiles of the convection, long-wave 
radiation, short-wave radiation, and latent heat flows are explored on four representative 
days to determine the effect of climate on (a) values of the critical downward mixing frac- 
tion, and (b) the role of evapotranspiration in the canopy’s energy balance. 

1.6.4 Appendices: Background Information 

The appendices begin with a treatment of the elements of heat and mass transfer needed to 
construct energy balances for ground, near-ground-object, and canopy-leaf surfaces. Top- 
ics include dry and wet surface energy balances, convective and radiative exchange, and 
the profile of air temperature in thermal boundary layers. The applicabilities of these ideal- 
ized energy balances to various real surfaces are then examined. Next, plant physiology is 
briefly reviewed, with an emphasis on plant water relations. Various experimental and data 

7.  Fog-related weather patterns of the San Francisco Bay Area bring a late summer to Berkeley. 
Thus, these August through October are among the city’s warmest months of the year. 
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analysis techniques developed for the lysimeter experiment are presented. These including 
an algorithm for removing wind noise from mass measurements, and a method for mea- 
suring the total leaf surface area of a small tree. The appendices conclude with listings of 
the computer code employed in the near-ground object and tree calculations. 

1.7 NEW ART 

1.7.1 Theory 

Novel theory introduced in this thesis includes 
1. a model of the variation of near-ground object environmental temperature and convec- 

tive loss with ground albedo and shade fraction; 
2. “temperature-critical” and “convection-critical” object albedos; 
3. a model of the changes in canopy-to-air and ground-to-air convection induced by a 

tree; 
4. the “critical downward mixing fraction”; 
5. a useful variant of the expression commonly used to predict the rate of water loss from 

a leaf (the “Penman-Monteith” formula); 
6.  a convenient radiation model to close the energy balance of a tree canopy; 
7. a technique to filter wind noise from plant-mass measurements, which is helpful in 

smoothing a mass signal prior to calculating the rate of mass loss; and 
8. the view factor? from a vertical, upward-pointing, right-circular cone to the sky. 

1.7.2 Experiment 

New experimental techniques and data introduced by this study include 
1. a technique for measuring the canopy area of a plant using office equipment; 
2. two ways to mutually-calibrate outdoor air temperature sensors; and 
3. several months of data describing the evapotranspiration rate and climate of a tree in 

summer. 

t. The “view factor” (a.k.a. “configuration factor,” or “shape factor”) from surface A to surface B is 
the fraction of radiant energy leaving surface A that strikes surface B. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF DAYTIME SUMMER URBAN 
HEAT ISLANDS 

While this paper focuses on microscale effects of schemes to cool cities, city-scale numer- 
ical simulations and measurements constitute the bulk of prior studies of daytime summer 
urban heat islands and their mitigation. 

2.1.1 Benefits of Increasing Albedo and Vegetative Cover 

Simulations. The Heat Island Project of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in 
Berkeley, CA has simulated the cooling effects of increasing the surface albedo and vege- 
tative cover of various cities. A recent synopsis by Rosenfeld et al. 1996 of simulations run 
for the Los Angeles basin finds that (a) increasing the albedo of 1,250 km2 of roofing by 
0.35, (b) increasing the albedo of 1,250 km2 of concrete pavements by 0.25, and (c) plant- 
ing 11 million evapotranspiring trees will yield annual air-conditioning energy savings 
totalling $175 M/yr, and will reduce the 2 PM near-ground air temperature by 3 K in sum- 
mer. Many other cities have been studied, and significant building energy savings pre- 
dicted for them (Akbari and Taha 1992). 

Measurements. Akbari et al. 1992b report measurements of summer urban heat islands in 
California, Japan, and China. Akbari et al. 1992a and Akbari et al. 1993 monitored peak 
power and cooling energy savings due to shade trees and white surfaces in Sacramento, 
CA, where they found that tree shading of two small houses resulted in seasonal cooling 
energy savings of 30% and peak cooling energy demand savings of 27 to 42%. They also 
found that the application of a high-albedo coating to the roof of one of the houses yielded 
seasonal cooling energy savings of 80%. 

2.1.2 Models of Climate and Building Energy 

A few references are listed here for those interested in numerical modeling of climate and 
building energy demand. Models merits will not be examined because numerical climate 
and building simulations are outside the scope of this paper. 

Overviews. A comprehensive discussion of the physical and computational aspects of 
mesoscale meteorological modeling is presented by Pielke 1984. The nature, limitations 
and applications of urban climate models are reviewed by Bornstein 1989. Pielke 1989 
explores the use of mesoscale meteorological modeling to assess summer urban heat 
islands, while Martien et al. 1989 and Sailor and Akbari 1992 investigate the use of urban 
climate models building in energy simulations. Sailor 1993 explores the role of surface 
characteristics in urban meteorology. 



Modern Land-Surface Model. A recent mesoscale land-surface model presented by De 
Ridder and Schayes 1997 and De Ridder 1997 features sophisticated models of evapora- 
tive and radiative exchange between the air and the vegetative canopy. 

2.2 STUDIES OF NEAR-GROUND OBJECT HEAT TRANSFER 

2.2.1 Human Climate Models 

The energy balance developed in this paper for near-ground objects derives from standard 
models of the climate of humans, such as those presented by Campbell 1977, Monteith 
1973, and Threlkeld 1970. This paper extends the human climate model by examining the 
sensitivity of environmental temperature and object-to-air convection to ground albedo 
and shade fraction. 

2.2.2 Elementary Heat Transfer Relations 

The convective resistances and the thermal boundary layer temperature profile required in 
analysis of near-ground object temperatures are taken from common heat transfer texts, 
e.g. White 1988 and Kays and Crawford 1993. 

Duffie and Beckman 1980 discuss one of the least certain elements of the near-ground 
object analysis, the determination of a convection coefficient for an outdoor horizontal 
surface. They find that the most popular empirical formula-originally developed from 
measurements of heat loss from a small solar collector plate--can not reasonably be 
extended to larger surfaces. Unfortunately, they do not offer a practical alternative. 

2.2.3 Temperatures at and Near the Ground 

Sutton 1953, Geiger 1965, Oke 1978, Campbell 1977, and Monteith 1973 describe the 
variation of air temperature in the first few meters above the ground, and also the variation 
of soil temperature in the first meter or two below the ground. Their analyses are used here 
to help estimate the thickness of the thermal boundary layer above the ground, and to esti- 
mate the magnitude of heat conduction into the soil. 

Oke 1978 and Geiger 1965 examine the effect of ground albedo modification, finding that 
raising albedo can reduce both ground surface temperatures and upward flows of heat 
from ground surfaces. 

2.3 STUDIES OF TREE ENERGY BALANCES AND WATER RELATIONS 

2.3.1 Leaf Evapotranspiration 

Penman Model. There is a rather large body of literature that addresses the water rela- 
tions of plants. Penman 1948, Monteith 1973, and Campbell 1977 each develop the stan- 
dard “Penman” formulation of latent heat loss from a leaf. This expression for latent heat 
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loss depends on the magnitude of long-wave radiative exchange, which depends on the 
leaf temperature, which in turn depends on the amount of latent heat loss. Thus, the stan- 
dard formula is implicit. This paper derives a variant of the Penman expression in which 
the latent heat loss is given explicitly. 

Stomatal Mechanics. Salisbury and Ross 1985 and Kramer 1983 present elementary 
treatments of stomatal behavior and plant water loss, elements of which are summarized in 
ths dissertation to explain the diurnal variation of latent heat loss from trees. Readers 
interested in advanced stomatal physiology are referred to Cowan 1977 and Meidner and 
Mansfield 1968. 

Leaf Convection Enhancement by Upstream nrbulence. Pearman et al. 197 1 experi- 
mentally determined the factor by which upstream air turbulence increases heat convec- 
tion and vapor diffusion from leaves. This result is employed in the tree energy model of 
this dissertation. 

2.3.2 Canopy Radiation Models 

Transmissive Models. The opaque canopy model of leaf radiation developed in this thesis 
is less sophisticated than the transmissive canopy radiation models presented by Monteith 
1973, Campbell 1977, and Thorpe 1978, in which insolation is allowed to penetrate the 
canopy. The sole advantage of the model presented herein is its simplicity, which facili- 
tates closed-form solution of the tree’s energy balance. 

View Factor From Cone To Sky. The opaque canopy model requires the geometric view 
factor from a cone to the sky-that is, the view factor from a cone to an infinite plane par- 
allel to its base. Surprisingly, a search of the heat transfer literature, including Siegal and 
Howell 1992, did not turn up an expression for this view factor. However, Kobyshev et al. 
1976 calculated the view factor from a cone to a disk concentric with its base. The cone- 
to-ground and cone-to-sky view factors are computed in this paper as limiting cases of 
Kobyshev’s formula. 

2.3.3 Air Flow Around a Tree 

Gross 1987 simulates the flow of air around a single tree. His results may be of interest to 
those who desire an analysis of canopy-level air flow more sophisticated than the hand- 
waving arguments presented herein. 

2.3.4 Water Loss Measurements 

Lysimeter (plant-weighing) experiments that measure rates of evapotranspiration are quite 
common. The soLirces listed below present evapotranspiration measurements that either 
(a) involve the species studied in this paper; (b) are plotted diurnally; or (c) compare water 
intake by various species. The first two types of data may be used to gauge the evapotrans- 
piration measurements obtained in this paper, while the third may be used to extrapolate 
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the results of the specimen studied in this paper to other species. 

Studies Involving Ligustmm Japonicum (Japanese Wax-Leaf Privet). Water-use stud- 
ies involving Ligustrum Japonicum (the subject of the lysimeter experiment conducted for 
this paper) include Steinberg et al. 1991, Heilman and Brittin 1989, Still and Davies 1988, 
Still and Davies 1993, Beeson 1992, and Lownds and Berghahe 1991. 

Diurnal Measurements. Fritschen et al. 1980, Heilman and Brittin 1989, and Thorpe 
1978 report diurnal measurements of evapotranspiration from various plants. 

Comparisons of Water Intake By Various Species. Kozlowski 1981, Kozlowski 1983, 
Still and Davies 1993, and Akbari et al. 1992 list annual rates of water consumption by 
various species. These data may be used to estimate the relative rates of evapotranspiration 
across species. 
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Chapter 3: Near-Ground Object Model , 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

If a near-ground object conducts no heat from its surface to its core, its surface tempera- 
ture will equal its environmental temperature (see Appendix A). This chapter explores the 
dependence of an object’s surface temperature and convective heat loss on ground albedo 
and shading by developing formulas for the derivatives of environmental temperature and 
object-to-air convection with respect to ground albedo and shade fraction. This analysis 
leads to the concepts of “temperature-critical” and “convection-critical” object albedos, at 
which the environmental temperature and convective loss are invariant with ground 
albedo. 

Notation, terminology, and variables used in this section are defined in Appendix At. 

3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE AND OBJECT-TO-AIR CONVECTION 

3.2.1 Heat Flows 

Effects of Changing Ground Albedo. A near-ground object’s environmental temperature 
may be modified by either changing the albedo of the ground or shading the object from 
downward insolation. Raising the ground albedo will (a) increase the amount of insolation 
reflected from the ground to the object; (b) lower the ground surface temperature; (c) 
reduce the near-ground-air temperature; and (d) decrease the amount of LW radiation from 
the ground to the object. The net effect may be either to raise or to lower the environmen- 
tal temperature and the amount of object-to-air convection. There will even be critical val- 
ues of the object’s albedo at which its environmental temperature and convection loss do 
not vary at all with ground albedo. 

Effects of Increasing Shading. In contrast, increased shading of the object will always 
reduce the object’s solar gain, environmental temperature, and convection loss. 

Neglecting Conduction to Ground. The bottom surface of a object resting on the ground 
may be assumed to have no short-wave, long-wave, or convective heat exchange. It will be 
further assumed in the following analysis that heat conduction from the bottom surface to 
the ground may be neglected. This seems reasonable when the object is a human wearing 
shoes or a vehicle resting on rubber tires, in light of the poor thermal conductivity of shoes 
and tires and their relatively small areas of contact with the ground. This assumption may 
or may not work for a building, depending on the degree of thermal contact between the 
building and the ground. 

f. The reader may find it helpful to skim the elementary heat transfer theory presented in the 
appendices before plowing through the near-ground object and tree models. 
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3.2.2 Magnitudes of Temperature and Convection 

Neglecting (a) spatial variations in surface temperature; (b) evaporative cooling (e.g. per- 
spiration); (c) internal heat generation; (d) conduction from body surface to ground; and 
(e) conduction from body surface to body core, the surface temperature T, of a near- 
ground object equal its environmental temperature, T,,  which in turn depends on SW radi- 
ation gain, LW radiation gain, and convection loss. In Section A.4 it is found that 

T, = T,  = c-’ r, S + q T ,  +(l-q)‘. (3-1) 

Here C is the volumetric heat capacity of air, r, and rh are the resistances to LW radia- 

tion and convection, r, = (q-’ + rh ) , q = y,/(rr + rh), T, and T,  are the radiative and air 
temperatures, and S is the absorbed insolation. 

-1 -1 

With the same assumptions, the convection loss H from the object to the air is given by 
Eq. (A-20): 

H = crh-l (T, - a)  = q[cr;’ (T, - T,) + SI. (3-2) 

3.2.3 Variations With Ground Albedo 

An object’s insolation, air temperature, and radiative temperature will vary with the 
ground albedo a,. Thus, its environmental temperature and convective loss will also vary 
with ground albedo: 

and 

3.2.4 Variations With Shading 

Shade Fraction. The extent to which an object is shielded from downward insolation will 
be denoted as the “shade fraction,” 0 . This relates the actual downward insolation SL to 

the unobstructed downward insolation SI by 

SL =(l-o)S;. 

The object is unshaded when 0 = 0 ,  and fully shaded when 0 = 1. 

(3-5) 
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Shade Effects. Increased shading of the object will reduce its short-wave radiation gain, 
environmental temperature, and convective loss. Neglecting shade-induced changes to the 
air and radiative temperatures?, the variations of the environmental temperature and con- 
vection loss with shade fraction are 

and +I. d H  
do da 

3.3 OBJECT GEOMETRY 

(3-7) 

A cylinder is the simplest axially-symmetric geometric form with distinct height and 
width*. Thus it is mathematically convenient, though obviously approximate, to represent 
a near-ground object as a vertical, right-circular cylinder of radius 4 and height H, . 
Usually, the object’s height is well-defined, but a suitable cylinder radius must be chosen 
from considerations of the object’s true surface area. 

Equivalent Radius. The equivalent cylinder radius Z$ for an object of height H,  and 
total surface area A, is 

This gives a cylinder with height H, and total surface area equal to A,. 

(3-9) 

Typical Human Body Area. The total body area A, of a human of mass rn and height 
H,  may be estimated from the “Dubois” formula (Campbell 1977, p.101), 

A, - - 0~2~0.425 H,o.725 

Typical human body areas are usually on the order of 2 m2.  

3.4 AREA-AVERAGED PROPERTIES 

Eqs. (3-1) though (3-7) require values of S, T,  , and 
surface of the near-ground object. The remainder of this chapter evaluates these area-aver- 
aged values, then substitutes them into the derivatives of the environmental temperature 
and convection loss with respect to ground albedo and shade fraction. 

that have been averaged over the 

I. It is assumed here that the area of the shadow that falls over the near-ground object, possibly 
induced by a tree, is small enough that it does not significantly alter the ambient air and radiative 
temperatures. 

$. A sphere is simpler, but has only one characteristic dimension. 
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3.4.1 Area Fractions 

An object’s insolation, air temperature, and radiative temperature may be cdculated as the 
area-weighted averages of the cylinder-top and cylinder-wall values. That is, denoting the 
cylinder’s lateral wall and top surfaces by the subscripts W and T , 

(3-10) = f T  ST + f W  sW 9 

and 

where fT and f w  are the top and side surface areas fractions. Since the top and side areas 
are 

4 = n & ’ a n d  A w = 2 n & H 0 ,  (3-13) 
their corresponding area fractions are 

and 

3.4.2 Properties at Cylinder Top 

The average properties at the cylinder top are quite straightforward: the air temperature is 
that of air at the cylinder height, the radiative temperature is that of the sky, and the inci- 
dent insolation is the horizontal surface insolation, minus whatever fraction is lost to 
object shading. 

Air Temperature. Air temperature in the atmospheric thermal boundary layer varies from 
the ground temperature, 

stream air temperature, T, , at top of the boundary layer ( z  = A) .  Defining the normalized 
boundary-layer air temperature as 

, at the bottom of the boundary layer ( z  = 0) , to the free- 

the air temperature at some height z may be written 

T,(z )  = T, + [q - T,] [l - O(Z) ] .  

(3-16) 

(3-17) 



The air temperature at the top of the cylinder is 

%,T = T- + [T, - T-]  [I- 6(H,) ]  (3-18) 

The functional form of 6(z) is somewhat arbitrary (see Appendix F), but Eq. (F-1) pro- 
vides a common profile, 

LW Radiation. Since the top surface sees only the sky, 

Tr,T = T,. 

z c A  
(3-19) 

Insolation. The unobstructed insolation incident on this horizontal surface is 

st;, = ZH . (3-21) 
Allowing for shading, 

Si,, = (1 - O)sj;, = (1 - o)z, . 

s, = (1 - .,)Sj,, = (1 - a,)(l - 0) 1, . 

(3 -a  
The insolation actually absorbed is 

(3-23) 

3.4.3 Properties at Cylinder Wall 

The cylinder wall’s average ambient air temperature is the air temperature averaged 
between ground level and the height of the cylinder. The cylinder sees the sky and ground 
in equal parts, so its radiative temperature is the average of the sky and ground tempera- 
ture. Its insolation is the sum of the downward diffuse, downward direct, and upward dif- 
fuse short-wave radiations. 

Air Temperature. The wall’s mean ambient air temperature q,+, is given by Eq. (F-6), 

T,, ,=T-+[T,-T-][l-B(H,)],  (3-24) 

where e( H,) is the normalized air temperature averaged between the ground level and 

height H, . Eq. (F-5) provides a functional form for g(H, )  : 

H, c A  
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Radiative Temperature. Since the side wall sees the ground and sky equally, 

T , . w = + ( T , + T , ) .  (3-26) 

The sky temperature is related to the free-stream air temperature T, and relative humidity 
h, by Eqs. (D-23), (D-24), and (A-10): 

117 T, = T,, ,E, = 1 . 5 6 ~ ~  , pVm = h, p:(T,). 

Insolation. From Eq. (D-33), the unobstructed, downward, direct insolation incident on 
the cylinder wall is 

S" 1, W,L,&r = (1 - 6)IH [2 Ho & cot p]/Aw =n-' (1 - 6>IH Cot p. 

T:W.J.,diff = 61, (4 L w ) / A w  = 61, (A, F W J A W  = 364f .  

(3-28) 

Combining view factor reciprocity with the fact that the side wall sees the ground and sky 
equally, the unobstructed, downward, diffuse incident insolation is 

(3-29) 

Thus the total unobstructed, downward, incident insolation is 

= [+(l- s>cotp + 3611,. 

The upward incident insolation (reflected from ground to wall) is 

S,,w,r = a g  ~ H ( A s < + W ) / A W  = a g  1 H ( A W F W J A W  = 3% 4.I 

s w  = (1 - .o)[u - dq;,,J +Si, , ,]  * 

The total isolation absorbed by the side wall is 

(3-31) 

(3-32) 

3.4.4 Properties at Ground 

The ground temperature in Eqs. (3- 1 S), (3-24), and (3-26) can be determined by applying 
an adiabatic, dry-surface energy balance to the ground. From Eq. (A- 1 S ) ,  

(3-33) 

The subscript g is used to distinguish parameters of the ground energy balance from the 
unsubscripted object-energy-balance parameters of Eq. (3-1). Explicitly, 

T g  = c-' C,g sg + 77g r, + (1 - 77,)TI,s. 

and 

where rr,s and rh,g are the radiative and convective resistances associated with the ground, 
rather than with the object. Since the view factor from the ground to the sky is much 
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greater than that from the ground to the object, 

T,g = T, 
and 

(3-39 

3.4.5 Cylinder- Averaged Insolation and Temperatures 

Substituting into Eqs. (3-10) through (3-12) (a) the top-surface values of Eqs. (3-18), (3- 
20), and (3-23), and (b) the wall-surface values of Eqs. (3-24), (3-26), and (3-32), the cyl- 
inder-averaged values of insolation, air temperature, and radiative temperature are 

(3-w 
and 

T, = f, r, + 3 f, ( r, + 5 )  . (3-41) 

The environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H may now be computed by sub- 
stituting these cylinder-averaged values into Eqs. (3-1) and (3-2). However, the true quan- 
tities of interest in this study are the derivatives of T,  and H with respect to ground 
albedo and shade fraction. 

It will prove convenient to define the cylinder-averaged normalized air temperature 

e = 1 - [fT @(H,) + fw &&,)I7 (3-42) 

so that the cylinder-averaged air temperature may be neatly written as 

K=T,+(T,-T,)G. (3-43) 

3.4.6 Variation of Environmental Temperature With Ground Albedo 

Substituting Eqs. (3-30) through (3-32) into Eq. (3-39), then differentiating with respect to 
ground albedo, the variation of cylinder-averaged insolation with ground albedo is 

Noting that the ground temperature varies with ground albedo, but that the free-stream air 
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temperature and normalized air temperature profiles do not, differentiating Eq. (3-40) 
gives the variation of the cylinder-averaged air temperature with respect to ground albedo 
as 

Since the sky temperature is also invariant with ground albedo, differentiating the cylin- 
der-averaged radiative temperature of Eq. (3-41) with respect to ground albedo yields 

From Eq. (3-38), the derivative of ground temperature with respect to albedo is 

Substituting Eqs. (3-44) through (3-47) into Eq. (3-3), then simplifying, the derivative of 
the environmental temperature with respect to ground albedo is 

where 

is the value of the object’s albedo at which its environmental temperature is independent 
of ground albedo. It will be denoted the “temperature-critical object albedo.” Clearly, 
dT,/dag will be positive for a, c ah, and negative for a, > ai. Thus, if the object’s 
albedo is sub-critical, an increase in ground albedo will raise its temperature; if its albedo 
is super-critical, an increase in ground albedo will lower its temperature. This indicates 
that a. > ai is required if the surface temperature is to be reduced by raising the ground 
albedo. 

3.4.7 Variation of Convection Loss With Ground Albedo 

Substituting Eqs. (3-44) through (3-47) into Eq. (3-4), then simplifying, the derivative of 
the object’s convective loss with respect to ground albedo is 

where 

r 
rr 

4=1-(1-2f ;  1 -  e) e,g (3-51) 
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is the value of the object’s albedo at which its convective loss is independent of ground 
albedo. This will be denoted the “convection-critical object albedo.” Clearly, a H / d a g  
will be positive for a, e a:, and negative for a, > a:. Thus, if the object’s albedo is sub- 
critical, an rise in ground albedo will increase its convective loss to the air; if its albedo is 
super-critical, an rise in ground albedo will decrease its convective loss to the air. This 
indicates that a, > a: is required if the convective heating of air by a near-ground object 
is to be reduced by raising the ground albedo. 

3.4.8 Variation of Environmental Temperature With Shade Fraction 

Using Eq. (3-39), the derivative of insolation with respect to shade fraction is 

Substituting Eq. (3-52) into Eq. (3-6), 

2 dT = 4 - 1  r, (1 -a,)(& s;, + fw s:w,J) - 
do (3-53) 

It is convenient to introduce the cylinder-averaged, unobstructed, downward, incident 
insolation, 

qJ = (fT s;, + fw SIW,J) 

slyL = I&, + fW ($$cot p ++)I. 
Substituting Eqs. (3-21) and (3-30) into Eq. (3-54), 

Thus 

- aT, = -c-I(1- a,)., Sl;& 
d o  

(3-55) 

As expected, Eq. (3-56) indicates that the environmental temperature will fall as the shade 
fraction increases. Note that the magnitude of this variation is independent of ground 
albedo, because it was assumed above that shading of the object would not influence the 
ground or air temperatures. 

3.4.9 Variation of Object-to-Air Convection With Shade Fraction 

Substituting Eqs. (3-52) and (3-54) into Eq. (3-7), the variation of object-to-air convection 
with the shade fraction is 

-=-(1-a,)17s;J. d H  
do (3-57) 

As expected, the convective loss will decrease when the shade fraction increases. 
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3.5 ANCILLARY ENERGY BALANCES: GROUND AND ROOF SURFACES 

These straightforward cases are included for completeness. The variation of ground-to-air 
convection with ground albedo is quite relevant, because it may be compared to the corre- 
sponding change in object-to-air convection. The discussion of roof heat flows is some- 
thing of a digression, but is included for the curious. 

3.5.1 Variation of Ground-to-Air Convection With Ground Albedo 

From Eq. (A-20), the convective loss from the ground to the air is 

Substituting Sg from Eq. (3-37), the variation of ground-to-air convection with ground 
albedo is 

(3-59) 

It should come as no surprise that an increase in the ground albedo will decrease the 
ground- to-air convective loss. 

3.5.2 Variation of Roof Temperature and Heat Flows With Roof Albedo 

Roof Energy Balance. The energy balance for a building roof is particularly simple. In 
steady state, 

Q = H + K ,  (360) 
where 

H =  CG-I(& -q )  (3-61) 

is the convection loss to the air, and 

K=Cp-,-'(&-T,) 

is the conduction loss to the interior of the building. Here 
and p-, is the conduction resistance. 

is the interior air temperature 

Neglect of Conduction in Balance. While a typical rooftop convection resistance is usu- 
ally on the order of 60 s m-' , R-3, R-1 1, and R-19 roofs have equivalent conduction resis- 
tamest of 640 s m-' , 2430 s m-l, and 4050 s m-' . Since r,' >> rh , the magnitude of 
conduction is much less than that of convection. Thus the no-conduction, dry-surface 

t. To convert R-values to conduction resistances, note that 1 hr ft2 O F  BTU" = 0.1761 1 m2 K W" , 

and C f ' =  R-'. 
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energy balance developed in Section A.4.2 may be used to find the convective loss H and 
the surface temperature T,. Applying Eqs. (A-20) and (A-18), 

and 

T, = c-' y, s + qT, + (1 - q) T,. 

Variations of Convection, Surface Temperature, and Conduction. If the roof's albedo 
is a, and the incident horizontal-surface insolation is IH , 

s = (1 - .,)I,. (3-63 

The variations of convection, surface temperature, and conductian with albedo are 

and 

Thus increasing the roof's albedo reduces its surface temperature, convection to the air, 
and conduction into the building. 

3.6 SUMMARY OF NEAR-GROUND OBJECT RELATIONS 

The various near-ground object sensitivities and critical albedos are collected in Table 3- 1 
for easy reference. 
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1 

Normalized air temperature at 
height of object 

Sensitivity of environmental 
temperature to ground albedo 

@(H,) = { jHofAY 

Sensitivity of environmental 
temperature to shade fraction 

Normalized air temperature 
averaged between ground-level 

Sensitivity of object-to-air 
convection to ground albedo 

8(H,,) = 

Sensitivity of object-to-air 
convection to shade fraction 

dH 
ao 
-=-(1-a) 0 77 s* i , l  

Temperature-critical object albedo 
(at which environmental 

temperature does not vary with 
ground albedo) 

a; =1-[(1-9)+277fi 1-  01 5 
r, 

Convection-critical object albedo 
(at which object-to-air convection 
does not vary with ground albedo) 

Unobstructed downward insolation 
incident on cylindrical object 

Object’s average ambient 
normalized air temperature 

H , < A  
H, > A  

and height of object 
. - I  

H , < A  

H, > A  

Table 3-1. Summary of near-ground object sensitivities and critical albedos. Also shown 
are the insolation and air temperature functions required to evaluate these expressions. 
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Chapter 4: Near-Ground Object Calculations 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

The sensitivities of a near-ground object’s environmental temperature and convection heat 
loss to ground albedo and shade fraction were computed for three typical near-ground 
objects: a human, a car, and a small building. 

Generally speaking, these sensitivities can be expected to vary strongly with the ambient 
wind speed, because wind speed controls an object’s convection resistance, which in turn 
strongly influences both surface temperature and convection loss. The variation of envi- 
ronmental temperature with ground albedo will also be strongly affected by the height of 
the thermal free-stream-that is, the thickness of the atmospheric thermal boundary 
layer-because the ambient air-temperature change experienced by a near-ground object 
following an albedo-change induced (or any other) perturbation of the ground temperature 
is greatest when the thermal free-stream is farthest from the ground (see Appendix F). 
Therefore, calculations were made for several wind speeds and boundary-layer heights. 

4.2 METHODOLOGY 

4.2.1 Theory 

The near-ground object model of Chapter 3 predicts the effects of the changes in shade 
fraction and ground albedo on the environmental temperature and convection loss of a 
near ground object. 

4.2.2 Cases 

Three objects-a human, a compact car, and a bungalow (a small, low building)-were 
simulated under solar conditions typical of solar noon on July 1 in Berkeley, CA. Calcula- 
tions were made for low and moderate wind speeds (1 m s-’ / 5 m s-*) , and for “short” and 

“tall”t heights of the ground’s thermal boundary-layer (5 m / 15 m) . Thus, there were a 
total of twelve cases. The assumed values of the 10 independent parameters in these calcu- 
lations-that is, the object properties and weather-are summarized in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. 

4.2.3 Calculations 

Values of the following six dependent variables, along with their sensitivities to object 

t. These values are just educated guesses for the thermal boundary-layer heights that might be 
observed for albedo modifications over, say, a parking lot and a neighborhood. The proper esti- 
mation of thermal boundary-layer height is a tricky business and lies outside the scope of this 
study. 
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albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,, , are pre- 
sented case-by-case in Tables 4-9 through 4-20: 
1. Temperature-critical object-albedo, a:. The object’s albedo must exceed this value if 

its surface temperature is to be lowered by an increase in the ground albedo. 
2. Convection-critical object albedo, a: . The object’s albedo must exceed this value if 

its convective heating of the air is to reduced by an increase in the ground albedo. 
3. Sensitivity of environmental temperature to ground albedo, dT,/da, . 
4. Sensitivity of environmental temperature to shade fraction, d T , / d o  . 
5. Sensitivity of convection loss to ground albedo, d H / d a ,  . 
6. Sensitivity of convection loss to shade fraction, d H / d o  . 

The results-by-property are summarized in Tables 4-3 through 4-8. 

4.2.4 Code 

These calculations were made with the Mathematica 3.0 program “Near-Ground Object 
Temperature Sensitivity Engine,” presented in Appendix J. 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Environmental Temperatures Versus Ground Albedo 

The temperature-critical object albedo a(, generally increased with object size and wind 
speed, and fell with boundary layer height (Table 4-3). The smallest critical albedo, 
observed for a human in a low wind and a tall boundary layer, was 0.15; this could readily 
be achieved by wearing light-colored clothing. The highest critical albedo, observed for a 
bungalow in a moderate wind and a short boundary layer, was 0.70; this would correspond 
to an unsullied, white-painted surface. The critical albedos may be compared to the typical 
surface albedos listed in Table D- 1. 

The sensitivity of environmental temperature to ground albedo, dT, /da ,  , varied in a com- 
plex manner with the object geometry, wind speed, and boundary layer height (Table 4-5). 
Since the objects were assigned albedo a, = 0.3 ?, their temperature sensitivities was neg- 
ative-that is, the temperature declined when the ground albedo rose-only when their 
temperature-critical albedos were less than 0.3. The magnitude of the temperature sensi- 
tivity generally was generally greatest for low wind speeds, but the effect was complicated 
by the dependences of the temperature-critical object albedo on wind speed and boundary 
layer height (Table 4-3). 

Sensitivities fell in the ranges -4.4 to +1 .O K for a human, -0.2 to +3.5 K for a car, and +3.9 

t. This is a fairly common value-see Table D-1. 
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to +9.0 K for a bungalow. A ground albedo increase of Aag  = 0.25, such as has been pro- 
posed for Los Angeles in a study by Rosenfeld et al. 1996, would yield corresponding 
environmental temperature changes of -1.1 to +0.3 K, -0.4 to 4 . 9  K, and +1.0 to +2.3 K. 

Obviously, this temperature sensitivity depends strongly on the object's actual albedo. 
Since dT,/dag varies linearly with a, , the value of dT,/dag for an object with surface 
albedo other than 0.3 may be calculated from 

Values of the partial derivative dao (dT, /dag)  may be found in the case calculations 
(Tables 4-9 through 4-20). 

4.3.2 Environmental Temperature Versus Shade Fraction 

Again assuming the near-ground objects have surface albedo a, = 0.3 , the sensitivity of 
environmental temperature to shade fraction, d T , / d o ,  ranged from -8.4 to -32 K in a low 
wind, and from -4.1 to - 16 K in a moderate wind (Table 4-7). The results were indepen- 
dent of boundary-layer height because the shade effect has nothing to do with air tempera- 
ture changes. 

If the introduction of a tree canopy increases an object's shade fraction from 0 to 0.5, such 
that ACT = 0.5 - 0 = 0.5, its surface temperature will drop 4.4 to 16 K in a mild wind, or 
2.0 to 8.0 K in a strong wind. 

4.3.3 Object Convection Versus Ground Albedo 

The convection-critical object albedo a: ranged from 0.71 to 1.0, increasing with wind 
speed and boundary-layer height, and decreasing with object height (Table 4-4). The range 
was quite small because at does not depend on an object's convection resistance, only on 
its height and its wall-area fraction. The convection-critical albedo varied weakly with 
boundary-layer height, because convection depends on the difference between the surface 
temperature (the environmental temperature) and the air temperature, and the variations of 
both with changes in ground temperature are similarly affected by variations in the bound- 
ary-layer height. These critical albedos are quite high, indicating that raising the albedo of 
the ground will increase the ground-level air heating by all but the whitest objects. 

Again assuming the near-ground objects have surface albedo a, = 0.3 , the sensitivity of 

object convection to ground albedo, dH/dag , ranged from +45 to + 170 W m-2 in a low 

wind, and from +120 to + 240 W m-2 in a moderate wind (Table 4-6). The sensitivity 
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increases as the object’s convective resistance falls; thus, the effect rose with wind speed, 
and was stronger for a small-radius, low-resistance human than for the larger-radius, 
higher-resistance car and bungalow. 

The aforementioned ground albedo increase of Aag  = 0.25 would raise the convective 

flux densities by 11 to 43 W m-2 in a low wind, and by 30 to 60 W m-2 in a moderate 
wind. As before, these figures depends on the object’s actual albedo, and the value of 
dT,/dag for an object with surface albedo other than 0.3 may be calculated from 

*=[e) dag %=0.3 + [ d a o [ ~ ) ] ( a o  -0.3). 

Values of the partial derivative dao (dH/da,)  may be found in the case calculations 
(Tables 4-9 through 4-20). 

(4-2) 

4.3.4 Object Convection Versus Shade Fraction 

With surface albedo a, = 0.3 , the sensitivity of convection to shade fraction, d H / d o  , 

ranged from -81 to - 100 W m-2 in a mild wind, and from -1 10 to - 220 W m-* in a 
strong wind (Table 4-8). Increasing the shade fraction by ACT = 0.5 would decrease the 
convection flux density by 41 to 50 W m-2 in a mild wind, and by 55 to 110 W m-2 in a 
strong wind. 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 General Observations 

Environmental Temperature vs. Ground Albedo. The results of the near-ground object 
calculations suggest that the albedos of near-ground objects can reasonably be made to 
exceed the temperature-critical object albedos; that is, it would be possible to lower the 
surface temperatures of brightly-clothed humans, white cars, and white houses by raising 
ground albedos. Low wind speeds and tall thermal boundary layers-particularly the lat- 
ter-promote low temperature-critical object albedos. However, the sensitivity to ground 
albedo of the environmental temperature of an typical object with albedo a, = 0.3 is not 
great: a ground albedo increase of 0.25 will alter the object’s environmental and surface 
temperatures by about -1 to + 2 K. 

Convection Loss vs. Ground Albedo. The convection-critical albedo is much greater 
than the temperature-critical albedo, and is sufficiently close to unity that convective heat- 
ing of the near-ground air by near-ground objects will rise with ground albedo for virtually 
all objects. The convection flux density increase due to a ground-albedo of Aa,  = 0.25 is 



on the order of 50 W m-2. This is not very large. For comparison, note that Eq. (3-69) pre- 
dicts that the sensitivity of ground-to-air convection to albedo is d H g / d a ,  =770 W m-2 

when rh.s = 60 s m-’ and IH = 1000 W m-2. Thus the aforementioned ground albedo rise 
of A a ,  = 0.25 will increase the ground-to-air convection flux density by about 

Environmental Temperature and Convection Loss vs. Shade Fraction. Unsurpris- 
ingly, shading yields sizable reductions in the environmental temperature and convection 
loss of near-ground objects. Increasing the shade fraction by 0.5-that is, half-shading an 
object that would otherwise be in fully sun-lowers environmental temperatures by about 
2 to 16 K, and reduces the convection flux density by an amount on the order of 
100 W m-2. The decreases are greatest under low wind conditions, when the object’s sur- 
face temperature is most sensitive to insolation. At noon, squat objects like a car or bunga- 
low intercept higher solar flux densities than tall objects like a person, and thus exhibit 
greater shade-induced noontime decreases in environmental temperature and convection 
loss. 

4.4.2 Model Uncertainties 

Among the numerous approximations made in the near ground mode1-e.g. the cylindri- 
cal representation of non-cylindrical geometries, an approximate profile of temperature in 
the ground’s thermal boundary layer, the application of long-cylinder convection resis- 
tance correlations to finite-length cylinders, and the neglect of free convection-the great- 
est uncertainties are likely introduced by 
1. the arbitrary choice of atmospheric thermal boundary layer height, A ; 
2. the weakly-justified formula for the convection coefficient above a ground surface, Eq. 

3. the application of an conductionless surface energy balance to a high-conduction sur- 
face like a metal car body. 

(C-26); and 

Boundary Layer Height. The damping effect that the ground-temperature-invariant ther- 
mal free-stream has on ground-cooling-induced changes to near-ground air temperatures 
diminishes as the atmospheric thermal boundary layer grows thicker and the free-stream 
rises higher above the ground.Thus, the value chosen for the height of the atmospheric 
thermal boundary layer determines the extent to which changes in the ground temperature 
perturb the average temperature of air around a near-ground object. Increasing the bound- 
ary-layer height from 5 to 15 m reduced calculated values of the temperature-critical 
object albedo ah by about 0.15, which in turn reduced the variation of environmental tem- 
perature with ground albedo, dT,/da,  , by about 3 K (Table 4-3). 

Ground Convection Resistance. The temperature-critical and convection-critical object 
albedos, and thus the variations with ground albedo of environmental temperature and 
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convection loss, are sensitive to the ground's convection resistances. Unfortunately, the 
ground resistance depends on a rather arbitrarily chosen expression for the variation of the 
ground's convection resistance with wind speed (see Section C.5). 

Say the ground convection coefficient is 4 = 20 k 5 W m-2 IC' , and thus the ground con- 

vection resistance is rh,g = 60 f 15 s m-' . The sensitivity of temperature-critical object 

albedo ai to rh,g ranges from about m s-' , so the 15 s m-' uncertainly in rh,g 
will yield an uncertainly in a,l of 0.015 to 0.15 (see derivatives in Tables 4-9 through 4- 
20). Proceeding similarly, the sensitivity of dT,/da, to rh,g is on the order of 

to 

lo-' K m s" , yielding an uncertainty in dT,/dag of about 1.5 K; the sensitivity of con- 

vection-critical object albedo a: to rh,g is about 
0: of about 0.015; and the sensitivity of d H / d a g  to rh,g ranges from about 

10' to lo2 W m-' s-' , yielding an uncertainty in d H / d a g  of 0.15 to 15 W m-2. Thus the 
uncertainty in the ground convection coefficient has stronger effect on environmental tem- 
perature than on convection. 

m s-', yielding an uncertainty in 

Conductionless Surface Energy Balance. Neglecting conduction of heat from the sur- 
face of a car into its metal body greatly overestimates both the surface temperature of the 
car, and the amount of heat convected from the car to the air. Noting that L + S = H + K , 
or H - L = S - K , the conduction loss may be considered equivalent to a reduction in the 
surface's solar heat gain. The critical object albedos do not vary with insolation, but the 
sensitivities of environmental temperature and convection to ground albedo and shade 
fraction are proportional to insolation. Thus, in the case of the car, the predicted critical 
object albedos are valid, but the predicted temperature and convection sensitivities are too 
high. It is difficult to quantify this overestimation without constructing a transient energy 
balance for the car, and the effort involved in that endeavor seems unwarranted. 
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Object Description Height (m) Radius (m) Albedo 

Human 70 kg, 1.7 m adult 1.7 0.15 0.3 

Car Compact car (e.g. Toyota Corolla) 1.4 1.5 0.3 

Bungalow Small, low building 5 5 0.3 

Table 4-1. Near-ground object properties assumed in calculations. 

Parameter Description Value 
I 

U wind speed 1 rn s-' (low) 
5 m s-' (moderate) 

"t turbulence factor 1.5 

ground thermal boundary layer height 
5 m  (short) 
15 m (tall) A 

I 800 W IN 1 beam-normal insolation flux density 

P solar elevation 77" 

6 diffuse fraction of horizontal insolation 0.2 

i= 300 K temperature used to calculate radiative 
resistances of ground and object 

Table 4-2. Weather conditions assumed for solar noon on July 1 in Berkeley, CA. 
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Table 4-3. Temperature-critical object albedo, ai, in low and moderate winds, and short 
and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, and bungalow. 

1 I I I I 

Table 4-4. Convection-critical object albedo, a: , in low and moderate winds, and short 
and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, and bungalow. 
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Human car Bungalow dT,/da, 
Short Boundary Layer 

Low Wind -0.19 3.5 9 .o 
Moderate Wind 1 .o 2.3 6.8 

Tall Boundary Layer 

Low Wind -4.4 0.67 6.1 

Moderate Wind -1.8 -0.17 3 -9 

Table 4-5. Variation of environmental temperature with ground albedo, d q / d a g  , in low 
and moderate winds, and short and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, 
and bungalow. Units are K, and object albedo a, is assumed to be 0.3. 

d H / d a g  Human Car Bungalow 

Short Boundary Layer 

Low Wind 140 76 45 

Moderate Wind 230 140 120 

Tall Boundary Layer 

Low Wind I 170 I 94 I 63 I 
I 140 I 160 I Moderate Wind 1 240 

Table 4-6. Variation of object-to-air convection with ground albedo, dH/dol ,  , in low and 
moderate winds, and short and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, and 
bungalow. Units are W m-2, and object albedo a, is assumed to be 0.3. 
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I Human Car I I Bungalow I 
Short Boundary Layer 

I Low Wind -8.4 -32 I -30 

Moderate Wind -4.1 -15 -16 

Tall Boundary Layer 

Low Wind -8.4 -30 -32 

Moderate Wind -4.1 -15 -16 

Table 4-7. Variation of environmental temperature with shade fraction, d T , / d o ,  in low 
and moderate winds, and short and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, 
and bungalow. Units are K, and object albedo a,, is assumed to be 0.3. 

- 
d H f d o  Human Car Bungalow 

Short Boundary Layer 

Low Wind -210 -130 -100 

Moderate Wind I -1 10 -220 -200 

I Tall Boundary Layer I 
I Low Wind -210 -130 -100 I 

~~ 

Moderate Wind 
~~~ 

-1 10 -220 -200 I 
Table 4-8. Variation of object-to-air convection with shade fraction, d H / d o ,  in low and 
moderate winds, and short and tall ground thermal boundary layers, for human, car, and 
bungalow. Units are W m-2, and object albedo a, is assumed to be 0.3. 
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Case: Human, low wind, short boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

aH - a H  - aTe - dTe - 
QO a0 8% dcT dag ac 

aa0 

a A  - 2 . 8  x l o e 2  1.8 x -8 .2x10- '  0.0 5.0 0 .0  

value 2.9 x 10-1 8.1 x 10-1 -1.9 x 10-1 - 8 . 4  1.4 x 10' -8.1 x lo1 

0.0 0.0 -3.0 x 101 1.2 x 101 -2 .8  x 10' 1.2 x 102 

- 3 .4 x -9.1 x 10-~ -1.0 x 10-1 0.0 - 2 . 6 ~  10-1 0 . 0  

Table 4-9. Human in a low wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculations of the 
temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a:, and the sensitivi- 
ties of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction CT . Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,s. 

Case: Human, moderate wind, short boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=l.7, Ro=O.15, U=5, nt=l .5, A=5,  I~=800, Qo=o.3, p=77, 6=0.2, =i=300) 

QO 

-1.1 x 102 

0.0 0.0 -1.5 x 10' 5.9 -3.8 x l o 2  1.5 x 102 

value 3.7 x 10-1 9 . o x  10-1 1.0 -4 .1  2.3 x 10' 

a, 
a A  -3 .8  x lo-' 8.9 x lo-> -5 .5x10-1  0.0 3 .4  0.0 

-1.0 x 10-2 -1.6 x -1.5 x 10-1 0.0 -6.0 x 10" 0.0 

Table 4-10. Human in a moderate wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculations 
of the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos a; and a t ,  and the sen- 
sitivities of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo ag 
and shade fraction CT . Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the 
object albedo a,, boundary-layer height A ,  and ground convection resistance rh,, 
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Case: Human, low wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(H~=I.~, Ro=o.15, U=I, nt=1.5, A=15, I~=800, "0d.3, p=77,6=0.2, T=300) 

"0 

value 1.5 x 10-1 

3, 0.0 

a h  -7.9 x 

arb, -4. o x  10-3 

"0 

9.0 x 10-1 

0.0 

5.0 x lo-' 

-4.8 x 

-4.4 

-3.0 X l O l  

-2.3 x 10-1 

-1.2 x 10-1 

- dTe 
8U 

-8 .4  

1 . 2  x 101 

0.0 

0.0 

1.7 x 10' 

- 2 . 8  x l o 2  
1.4 

-1.4 x lo-' 

-8.1 x l o1  
1 .2x102  

0.0 

0.0  

Table 4-11. Human in a low wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations of the 
temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos a: and a: , and the sensitivi- 
ties of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A ,  and ground convection resistance rh,,. 

Case: Human, moderate wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=1.7, Ro=0.15, U=5, nt=1.5, A=15, l~=800, (t.0=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, T=300) 

"0 

value 1.8 x 10-1 

aacl 0.0 . 

a, -1.1 x 10-2 

-1.3 x 

"0 

9.5 x lo-' -1.8 

0.0 -1 .5x  101 

2.5 x lo-' -1.6 x 10-1 

-8.4 x -2 .ox10-1  

-4.1 

5.9 

0.0 

0.0 

2.4 x l o 2  
- 3 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  

9.6 x lo-' 

-3 :2 x 10-1 

-1 .1x102 

1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  

0.0 

0.0 

Table 4-12. Human in a moderate wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations of 
the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos a: and a: , and the sensi- 
tivities of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,, . 
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Case: Car, low wind, short boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=1.4, Ro=1.5, U=l, nt=1.5, A=5, l~=800, a0=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, T=300) 

dH - 8H - dTe - aTe - 
"0 "0 8% drr dag dcT 

-1.3 x 102 7 . 6 ~  10' value 4 . 1  x 10-1 8.9 x lo-' 3.5 -3.0 x 101 

3.0 

8, -1.8 x 1 0 - 2  2 .6  xlO-' -5 .6 x 10-1 0.0 3.4 0 .0  

0.0 0.0 -3 . l x  10' 4 . 3 ~ 1 0 '  -1.3 x l o 2  1 . 8 ~  l o 2  

-2 .8  x l oe3  -5.3 10-~ -8.6 x lo-' 0 . 0  -6.  ti x 0.0 
arh,g 

Table 4-13. Car in a low wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculations of the 
temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a:, and the sensitivi- 
ties of environmental temperature T, and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a, , boundary-layer height A ,  and ground convection resistance rh,g. 

Case: Car, moderate wind, short boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=1.4, Ro=1.5, U=5, nt=1.5, A=5, l~=800, @=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, i==300) 

4 . 5 ~  10" 9 . 4 ~ 1 0 - '  2.3 -1.5 x 10' 

0.0 0.0 -1.5 x 10' 2 . l x  101 

-3.2 x 10-2 1.3x10- '  - 4 . 9  x 10-1 0.0 

- 8 . 9 ~ 1 0 - ~  -9.1 10-4 -1.3 x 10-1 0.0 

1.4 x 10' 

-2 .2x102  

3.0 

-2 .1  x 10-1 

-2 .2 x 1 0 2  

3 .1  x l o 2  
0.0  

0.0 

Table 4-14. Car in a moderate wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculations of 
the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a: , and the sensi- 
tivities of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction B . Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,g. 
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Case: Car, low wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=l.4, Ro=1.5, U = l ,  nt=1.5, A=15, l~=800, a0=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, f=300) 

8H - dH - dTe (3T, - 
c”0 c“0 8% dag 8U 

value 3 . 2 ~ 1 0 - 1  1 . 0  6.7 x lo-’ -3.0 x 101 9.4 x 10’ -1 .3x102 

8, 
dA -5 .2  x 1 0 - ~  7 . 5  x -1.6 x 10-1 0 .0  9 .7x10-1  0.0 

%,g 

0 . 0  0 . 0  -3 .1  x 101 4 . 3 ~ 1 0 ’  -1.3 ~ 1 0 ’  1 .8x102  

-3 .2  x ~ o - ~  1 .1 x 1 0 - 4  -9.9 x 10-2 0.0 1 . 5  x ~ O - ~  0 . 0  

Table 4-15. Car in a low wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations of the tem- 
perature-critical and convection-critical object albedos a,!, and a:, and the sensitivities 
of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and shade 
fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance yh,, . 

Case: Car, moderate wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=1.4, Ro=1.5, U=5, nt=1.5, A=15, l~=800, @0=0.3, p=77, S=0.2, T=300) 

CLb 
2.9 x 10” 

0.0 

-9.3 

-1.2 x 10-2 

QO 

1 . 0  -1 .7  x 10-1 -1.5 x 101 

0.0 - 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  2 .1x101  

3 . 8  x -1 .4  x 10-l 0.0  

2 . O X  10-4 -1 .ex10-1  0.0 

1.6 x102  

-2.2 x 102 

8.6 x 1 0 - l  

4 .4 x lo-’ 

8H 
dU 
- 

-2 .2 x 102 

3 . 1  x 10’ 

0.0 

0 . 0  

Table 4-16. Car in a moderate wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations of the 
temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos a,!, and a:, and the sensitivi- 
ties of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,g. 
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Case: Bungalow, low wind, short boundary layer,noon, July 1. 

(Ho=5, Ro=5, U=l, nt=l .5, A=5, I~=800, a0=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, T=300) 

"0 "0 
BH 
BU 
- 

value 5.6 x 10-' 7 . 1  x lo-' 9.0  -3.2 x 10' 4 .5x101  -1 . o x  102 

aa0 

3, - 1 . 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  3 . 1  x -5.6 x lo-' 0.0 3 . 4  0.0 

0.0 0.0 -3.5 x 10' 4.6 x 10' -1. l x  102 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  

0.0 -7.4 x 10-2 0.0 -1.6 x lo-' -2 .1  x -1.4 x 

Table 4-17. Bungalow in a low wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculations of 
the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a t ,  and the sensi- 
tivities of environmental temperature T, and convection loss H to ground albedo a, and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,g. 

Case: Bungalow, moderate wind, short boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Hod, Ro=5, U=5, nt=1.5, A=5,  l~=800, a0=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, i==300) 

value 
3a0 

8, 

"0 "0 
dH 
aa 
- 

7.0 x 10-1 

0.0 

-3.3 x 10-2 

- 5  . O X  10-3 

8.5 x 10-1 6.8 - 1 . 6 ~  lo1 1.2x102 

0.0 -1 .7x101  2.3 x l o 1  -2.2 x 102 

1.6 x -5.6 x lo-' 0.0 3.4 

-2.4 x -8.5 x 10-2 0.0 - 5 . 4 ~ 1 0 - '  

-2.0 x 102 

2.9 x102  

0.0 

0.0 

~ ~~ ~ 

Table 4-18. Bungalow in a moderate wind and a short thermal boundary layer: calculatio 
ns of the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a;, and the 
sensitivities of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo 
ag and shade fraction B . Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to 
the object albedo cx, , boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,s. 
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Case: Bungalow, low wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

value 
aa0 

a A  

"0 

4.8 x lo-' 

0.0 

- 4 . 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  

-2 .5  x 10-3 

8 . 6  x 10" 

0.0 

8 . 8 x  10-3 

-6.6 x lo-' 

6.1 

-3.5 x 101 

-1.6 x lo-' 

-8 .7 x lo-' 

dH 
dU 
- 
-1.0 X l O Z  

4 . 6 ~ 1 0 '  -1 .1x102  1 . 5  x 102 

0.0 9 .8  x lo-' 0.0 

0.0 -7 .3x10-2 0 . 0  

-3 .2 x 101 6 . 3 ~ 1 0 '  

Table 4-19. Bungalow in a low wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations of the 
temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a: , and the sensitivi- 
ties of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo as and 
shade fraction 0. Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the object 
albedo a,, boundary-layer height A , and ground convection resistance rh,, . 

Case: Bungalow, moderate wind, tall boundary layer, noon, July 1. 

(Ho=5, Ro=5, U=5, nt=1.5, A=15,  l~=800, ao=0.3, p=77, 6=0.2, f=300) 

"0 "0 
81, 
dU 

dH 
dU 
- 
-2.0 x 102 

0.0 0.0 -1 .7x10 '  2.3 x 10' -2.2 x 102 2 . 9  x 102 

value 5.3 x lo-' 9.3 x 10-1 3 . 9  -1.6 x 10' 1.4 x l o 2  

aff0 

ah -9 .4 x 4 .4  10-3 - 1 .6 x lo-' 0.0  9.8 x lo-' 0.0 

-7 .7 x 10-3 - 1 . 1 ~ 1 0 - 3  -1.3 x 10-1 0.0  -2.5 x 10-1 0.0 

Table 4-20. Bungalow in a moderate wind and a tall thermal boundary layer: calculations 
of the temperature-critical and convection-critical object albedos ai and a: , and the sen- 
sitivities of environmental temperature T,  and convection loss H to ground albedo a, 
and shade fraction cr - Also, the partial derivatives of these properties with respect to the 
object albedo a,, boundary-layer height A ,  and ground convection resistance rh,s . 
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Chapter 5: Tree Model 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

The rates of latent and sensible heat loss from a tree leaf can be found from coupled bal- 
ances of vapor and heat flow (see Section AS). To determine the corresponding rates for 
the entire canopy of a tree, a model of the spatial variation of insolation, radiative temper- 
ature, air temperature, and air humidity within the canopy is required. This section intro- 
duces an “opaque-cone” canopy model that partition a densely-foliated, conically-shaped 
tree canopy into three regions: the cone’s lateral wall, the cone’s base, and the cone’s inte- 
rior. The wall receives insolation from and exchanges LW radiation with the sky and 
ground; the base receives reflected insolation from and exchanges LW radiation with the 
ground; the interior is assumed to gain neither insolation nor LW radiation. The air tem- 
perature and humidity are assumed uniform throughout the canopy. 

The opaque-cone model is used to derive expressions for (a) the convection and latent heat 
losses from the canopy; (b) the canopy-averaged stomatal resistance; (c) the decrease in 
ground-to-air convection induced by the tree’s shadow; and (d) the critical downward mix- 
ing fraction. The last item compares the tree’s ground-level cooling effect to its canopy- 
level heating effect. 

5.2 AREAL (AREA-INTEGRATED) HEAT FLOWS 

5.2.1 Latent Heat Loss 

Evaluating the vapor density slope at air temperature, the latent heat loss per unit area of a 
. leaf given by Eq. (A-49) is 

Y- + 77sa 
(5- 1) 

Recall that 

(5-2) 

If the convective resistance rh , radiative resistance rr , diffusive resistance r, , saturation 
deficit psd , and air temperature T,  are uniform over some area A , Eq. (5-1) may be inte- 
grated to find the areal latent heat loss, 

rr y G ~ Y  and qr-. * r  
rh rr+G 
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5.2.2 Dry-Surface All-Wave Radiative Gain 

Integrating Eq. (A-20), the areal dry AW radiative gain (&, is 

If the long-wave radiative temperature T, is constant over the area of integration, 

& = 77 [ A  Cr;' (T, - T, ) + $1 , 
where 

$= I j d A  S 
A 

5.2.3 Convective Loss and Long-Wave Radiative Gain 

The areal convective loss 2 and areal LW radiative gain 
grating Eqs. (A-50) and (A-5 l), yielding 

may be calculated by inte- 

it=&-& (5-7) 

L=&+(i-q)ai-i .  (5-8) 

and 

5.2.4 Surface Temperature 

If T is the surface temperature, multiplying Eq. (A-2) by A gives the areal convective 
loss 

fi = A C5-l (T - T, ) . 

T = T, + ( A  C)-' 5 (& - qu?). 

(5-9) 

Solving Eqs. (5-7) and (5-9) for the surface temperature yields 

(5.10) 

5.3 BACK-CALCULATJNG THE DIFFUSIVE RESISTANCES 

It is frequently desired in plant studies to determine the stomatal diffusive resistance r, 
from measured values of the latent heat loss A,!?. The total diffusive resistance of leaves 
that transpire on only one side is 

q = q s + q a >  (5-1 1) 
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where r, is the boundary-layer diffusive resistance. Eqs. (5-2) and (5-3) may be rear- 
ranged to find the total diffusive resistance 

If the leaf is modeled as a flat plate with a turbulent upstream, the boundary layer resis- 
tance qa may be computed from Eqs. (C-7) and (C-18). Then the stomatal resistance may 
be calculated from Eqs. (5-1 1) and (5-12) as 

5.4 PARTITIONING THE CANOPY 

5.4.1 Need For Uniform Radiative Temperatures 

The stomatal resistance expression given by Eq. (5-13) can not be applied unless A i  and 

& are known over the same area. This presents a small problem: while lysimeter (plant- 

weighting) experiments measure the whole-canopy latent heat loss A i o ,  the convenient 

expression in Eq. (5-5) for the dry AW gain Qm applies only to a collection of leaves 
exposed to the same LW radiative temperature T, . 

5.4.2 Regions 

Let the tree's whole-canopy area A,, be partitioned into N non-overlapping regions 
n = 1  ... N suchthat 

A, = $ A n .  
n=l 

(5-14) 

If each region sees radiative temperature q,n and has SW gain in, Eq. (5-5) yields 

&,n = V[A, ( T , n  - T,)+ in]. 
The whole-canopy dry AW gain is 
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5.4.3 Regional Latent Heat Losses 

Applying Eq. (5-3) to &,, and to 

ai, = 4, "11 P s d  + sadcjry,n 

Y* + q s a  
and 

Dividing Eq. (5- 17) by Eq. (5- 1 S), the ratio w, of the latent heat loss from a single region 
n to that from the whole canopy is 

Thus if the whole-canopy latent heat loss kEo is known, the latent heat loss from a single 
region n may be calculated from 

5.5 OPAQUE-CONE CANOPY MODEL 

5.5.1 Assumptions 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

If a canopy is sufficiently dense that most incident sunlight is stopped by a shallow layer 
of leaves on the outside of the canopy, it is logical to partition the canopy into a dark inner 
canopy and a sunlit outer canopy. The following model is proposed for a densely-foliated, 
conical tree (Figure 5-1). 

The canopy is represented by an upward-pointing right-circular cone of radius Z?,, and 
height H,. 
The outer canopy consists of the cone's curved lateral wall, denoted W , and the 
cone's base, denoted B . The inner canopy, denoted I ,  is the interior of the cone. 
The outer canopy is idealized as an unbroken surface, one-leaf-thick. Each leaf has an 
outward-facing side that sees the sky and/or ground and an inward-facing side that 
sees the inner canopy. 
The inner canopy sees only itself. It is assumed thick enough that edge effects may be 
neglected; that is, the fact that the outermost leaves of the inner canopy will see the 
outer canopy is ignored. 
The inner canopy receives enough sunlight to open the stomata of its leaves, but little 
enough that heat gain by insolation may be neglected. This is reasonable given that 
stomata typically open when exposed to as little as so to xm of full sunlight (Salis- 
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bury and Ross 1985, p.61). 
6. Each region-outer canopy side, outer canopy base, and inner canopy-is assumed 

isothermal. 

5.6 RADIATIVE TEMPERATURES 

5.6.1 Inner Canopy 

If the inner canopy is isothermal, sees only itself, and receives no insolation, then 
LI = S I  =O.Thus 

Q, = LI + S I  = 0 .  

Since 

QI =HI+AEI =Cr j ’ (T , -T , )+Z ,  =O, 

latent heat loss will depress the leaf temperature below air temperature: 

T,  - T, = C-’ rh AE, . (5-23) 
However, this difference may be quite small. In the lysimeter experiment detailed in Chap- 
ter 6, rh = 20 s rn-l and LEl < 50 W m-*, which yields a maximum expected temperature 
depression of less than 1 K . Thus it will be assumed that 

q,I = = T,.  

5.6.2 Outer-Canopy Side Wall 

The inner surface of the side wall sees only the inner canopy, so it sees a radiative temper- 
ature of 

T,,, = T, = T,  (5-23 
The wall’s outer surface sees both sky and ground. Using view factors from Eqs. (D-18) 
and (D-20), 

F,,, = 3 (1 + cos a) 
and 

Fw,g = 1 - Fw,, * (Srn 

As usual, a = arctan(H,/&) is the cone’s angle of elevation. The outer surface sees 

T,,, = Fw,, T, + Fw,g Tg  = Fw,, T, + (1 - F w J q  - 

qw.2 =Fw,,E:’4T,+(1-Fw+s)T, 

Substituting Eq. (D-23) for the sky temperature, 

(5-24) 
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Thus the wall sees the average radiative temperature 

Since the side wall exchanges radiation on two sides, its radiative resistance is given by 
Eq. (D-13): 

cr;' = SOT3, T = T, .  (5-31) 

5.6.3 Outer-Canopy Base 

The upper surface of the base sees the inner canopy, while the outer surface sees the 
ground, so the base sees an average radiative temperature 

T , B  =+(a+q).  
Its radiative resistance is the same as the wall's. 

5.6.4 Ground Temperature 

The ground temperature in Eqs. (5-30) and (5-32) may be found from Eq. (3-38). 

5.7 SHORT-WAVE RADIATION 

5.7.1 Inner Canopy 

By assumption, 
A 

SI =o .  

5.7.2 Outer-Canopy Side Wall 

Eq. (D-29) gives the direct insolation incident on the side wall: 

(5-32) 

(533) 

where AB = zh2 is the area of the cone base. The solar altitude p and illumination angle 
are defined by Eqs. (D-27) and (D-30), respectively. The side wall also receives diffuse 

insolation descended from the sky and reflected up from the ground: 

%-v,dj*f = W A ,  Fw,, + a g  I H  A, k g  = Aw I,[W,, +ag (1 - F,,,)] , (5-35) 
112 where a, is the ground albedo and A, = AB (1 + tan2 a) is the wall area. Thus the total 
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insolation incident on the wall is 
A A A 

s i , ,  = Si,W,dir + s i , w , d i f f  

(l-S)+ 

(1+tan2a)f12(SFw+, +as[l-Fw,,]) (5-36) 

(1 - 6)n-1 ([n - $0] + tanOo) + 
(1 + tan2 a y 2  (SF,,, + as [1- F,,,]) 

'AB I H  [ 
AB I H  [ - - ] P-  

] P a  

] @ a  

[ 
[ (1+ tan2ay2(8FW+, +as[l-Fw,,]) 

< 

The total insolation absorbed is 
,- 

(I-S)+ 

(1 + tan2 a y 2  (6 F,,, + a, [1 - F,,,]) 

(1 - S)n-,  ([n - #0] + tanOo) + , 

(1 - a o ) ~ B  I H  

jw = <  

( 1 - a o ) ~ B z H  

where a. is the leaf albedo. 

5.7.3 Outer-Canopy Base 

The only insolation received by the base of the cone is that reflected off the ground: 
A 

't,B,&ff = ag I H  AB 4 - g  7 
(5-38) 

where FB+g = 1 is the view factor from the base to the ground. Thus the incident insola- 
tion is 

* A 

'i,B = 'i,B,diff = I H  AB 3 (5-39) 

and the insolation absorbed is 

= (1 - 0,) = ( 1  - ao)AB as IH . (540) 

5.8 REGIONAL FLUXES AND WHOLE-CANOPY FLUXES 

5.8.1 Dry-Surface All-Wave Radiative Gains 

Collecting Eqs. (5-24), (5-30), (5-32), (5-33), (5-37), and (5-40) for easy reference, the 
regions' radiative temperatures are 

T,r = T,  ' (5-41) 

insolation incident on the wall is 
A A A 

s i , ,  = Si,W,dir + s i , w , d i f f  

(l-S)+ 

(1 - 6)n-I ([n - $0] + tanOo) + 

(1 + tan2 a y 2  (SF,,, + asp - F,,,]) 

(5-36) 
] P>a 

'AB I H  [ (1+tan2a)f12(SFw+, +as[l-Fw,,]) 

] P-  

- - 

AB I H  [ 
< 

The total insolation absorbed is 
,- 

(I-S)+ 

(1 + tan2 a y 2  (6 F,,, + a, [l - F,,,]) 

(1 - S)n-,  ([n - #0] + tanoo) + 
(1 + tan2 ay2 (6 FW+, +as [1 - F,,,]) 

] P a  

, 

(1 - a o ) ~ B  I H  

jw = <  

( 1 - a o ) ~ B z H  

where a. is the leaf albedo. 

5.7.3 Outer-Canopy Base 

The only insolation received by the base of the cone is that reflected off the ground: 

'i,B,diff = ag I H  AB 4 - g  7 
(5-38) 

where FB+g = 1 is the view factor from the base to the ground. Thus the incident insola- 
tion is 

* A 

'i,B = 'i,B,diff = I H  AB 3 (5-39) 

and the insolation absorbed is 

= (1 - 0,) = ( 1  - ao)AB as IH . (540) 

5.8 REGIONAL FLUXES AND WHOLE-CANOPY FLUXES 

5.8.1 Dry-Surface All-Wave Radiative Gains 

Collecting Eqs. (5-24), (5-30), (5-32), (5-33), (5-37), and (5-40) for easy reference, the 
regions' radiative temperatures are 

T,r = T,  ' (5-41) 
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while their short-wave areal fluxes are 

n s, = 

A 

SI =o,  

1 (1-6)+ 

(1 + tan2ay2 (SFW,, +a, [l- F,,,]) (l- aO)A13 ‘H 

1 (1 - 6)z-I ([z - (Do] + tan(Do) + 

(1 + tan2 a)1” (6 F,,, + a, [I - F,,, I) (I - aO)AB ‘H 

i13 = (1 - ao)AB a, IH 

These temperatures and fluxes may be substituted into Eqs. (5-15) and (5-16) to calculate 
the regional W-AW gains Qm,n, n = I ,  W ,  B and the whole-canopy dry-AW gain &,,. 
5.8.2 Latent Heat Losses 

Letting n = I ,  W, B , Eq. (5-19) may be applied to each Qm,n to find the latent heat loss 

fraction W, . If the whole-canopy latent heat loss A,!?,, is known, the regional latent heat 

losses Ain  may be computed from Eq. (5-20). 

5.8.3 Convective Losses and Surface Temperatures 

&,n and A i ,  may be substituted into Eqs. (5-7) and (5-10) to calculate the regional 

latent heat losses Hn and the regional surface temperatures T, . The whole-canopy con- 
vective loss may be found by summing the regional losses: 

fro= Ckn.  
n=I,W,B 

H, is particularly important because it measures how much heat the canopy convects into 
the air. Note from Eqs. (5-7), (5-22), and (5-20) that 

n n n 

HI = -AEl= -w, LEo, 
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and 

12" + EiB = (&,w - qa&,) + (&,B - qa&) 

=&,w +&,B -v(l-q)@I 
Thus the whole-canopy convective loss may be written as 

Ei, = Ei, + I;rB + = Qdry,w + &,* - [v(i - 0,) + ~ , ] a , t ~ .  
Substituting Qm,n from Eq. (5-15), 

go = 77{ cr;' [A" (T," - T,) + AB (T,B - a)] + j" + iB} - 

5.8.4 Long-Wave Radiative Gains 

(549) 

(5-51) 

Eq. (5-8) may be employed to calculate the regional and whole-canopy values of the LW 
radiative gains: 

in = &,n +(I -V)ai,, -$,, n = I ,  w, B (5-52) 
and 

5.9 CALCULATING STOMATAL RESISTANCE 

Assuming that preconditions for Eq. (5-3)-uniform air temperature, saturation deficit, et 
cetera-hold over the whole canopy, Eq. (5-13) may be now be used to calculate the sto- 
matal resistance from Gdry,o and A& : 

5.10 GROUND-LEVEL CONVECTIVE HEATING OF THE AIR 

5.10.1 Change in Convective Heat Loss 

The steady-state energy balance on a dry ground surface is 

H g = Q g ,  (5-55) 
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where Eq. (A-20) gives 

Qg = = q g  ['c:: ( T , g  - T m ) + s g ] *  (5-56) 

Thus the areal convective loss from the ground to the air is 

kg = Ag HE = Ag Qg = qg [ Ag Cr;; ( T,.E - T - )  + ig], (5-57) 

where iE = Ag Sg . If q,g is increased by AT,g and iE is increased by ASg , kg will 
increase by 

= qE [ CrLi Ag AT,g + GE]. (5-58) 

5.10.2 Changes Induced by a Tree 

In the absence of a tree, the ground sees only the sky, so 

T,g  = < * (5-59) 
Adlng a opaque-cone tree to the system, the ground sees the sky, cone base, and cone 
wall. The new radiative temperature is 

The wall and base temperatures may be found from Eq. (5-lo), while the view factor from 
the wall to the ground is given by Eqs. (5-26) and (5-27). 

If the outer canopy is opaque, the only portion of the wall-incident sunlight ij,w that will 
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n 

reach the ground is the groundward-reflected component, Fw-lg a, Si,w. Thus 

where the incident solar flux is given by Eq. (5-36). 

Substituting Eqs. (5-64) and (5-66) into Eq. (5-58), 

This is the amount of heat (expected to be negative) that the presence of the tree adds to 
the ground-level air by lowering the ground temperature. 

5.11 CANOPY-LEVEL CONVECTIVE HEATING OF THE AIR 

The convective loss from the whole canopy to the air, I?,, is given by Eq. (5-47). Given 

the high vapor-diffusion stomatal resistances typical of tree leaves, go = &, - A,!?, is 
expected to be positive; that is, the AW radiative gain is expected to exceed the latent heat 
loss. The amount of heat that the introduction of a tree adds to the canopy-level air is 

Aiio=Ei,-O=Ho. 
Assume that some fraction fL of the canopy-level air travels downward to mix with the 
ground-level air. Then the amount of heat that the canopy adds indirectly to the ground- 
level air is 

= fL Aiio = fL H, . 

The actual value of fL depends on the free and forced flow patterns around the tree, but a 
reasonable guess (based on symmetry alone) would be 
tend to reduce f$. 

- 3. Strong buoyancy would 

5.12 TOTAL CONVECTIVE HEATING OF THE AIR 

5.12.1 Term bxy Term 

The total ground-level air heating induced by the presence of the tree is 

A&= fLHoi -AHg.  
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Substituting from Eqs. (5-51) and (5-69), 

There are five additive terms in this expression for near-ground air heating. The first will 
always be positive; the third, always negative; and the fifth, always positive. The signs of 
the second and fourth terms depend in a complex fashion of the values of the variables 
therein. Thus, the introduction of a tree may induce either net heating or net cooling of the 
ground-level air. 

5.12.2 Critical Downward Mixing Fraction 

The critical downward-mixing fraction f: at which canopy-level heating negates ground- 
level cooling may be obtained by setting Eq. (5-70) to zero: 

Eq. (5-70) may be rewritten in the form 

AH= f.l.Ho+AH,=(f.l-f,”Ho. 

(5-73) 

(5-74) . Thus a low critical value suggests that canopy-level heating is likely to overwhelm 
ground-level cooling. 
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Figure 5-1. Regions and surfaces of the opaque canopy radiation model. 
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Chapter 6: Tree Experiment 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

The simplest way to measure the rate of evapotranspiration from a plant is to grow the 
plant in a pot and weigh the pot at intervals. This arrangement of weighing a containerized 
plant is termed a “weighing lysimeter” and has been used for nearly three centuries 
(Kramer 1983, p.33 1). 

A lysimeter experiment was conducted for this study of near-ground cooling to measure 
the daily profiles of evapotranspiration and climate. of a tree. Once the tree’s rates of SW 
radiative gain, LW radiative gain, and latent heat loss had been calculated from measure- 
ments of plant mass, horizontal surface insolation, air temperature, relative humidity, and 
wind speed, the tree and ground energy balances could be solved for the convection from 
canopy-to-air and the change in ground-to-air convection induced by the presence of the 
tree. 

The evapotranspiration and weather data may also be used to compute the canopy-aver- 
aged leaf stomatal resistance. Since the stomatal resistance strongly regulates the rate of 
evapotranspiration (see Appendix H), general trends observed in diurnal profiles of the 
stomatal resistance can be used to predict rates of latent heat loss on days for which evapo- 
transpiration data is not available.That is, diurnal profiles of stomatal resistance can reveal 
the daily onsets of such physiological water-regulation mechanisms as late-morning wilt- 
ing and mid-afternoon turgor recovery. 

In this study, a small potted tree was set on a building roof in Berkeley, CA, where its 
mass, temperature, and ambient environmental conditions were recorded continuously 
from August through October of 1995. The tree was run through several watering cycles to 
vary evapotranspiration with soil moisture as well as weather. At the end of the experi- 
ment, the canopy was destructively sampled to determine the total area of its leaves. 

6.2 SITE 

The tree and weather tower were stationed on the northwest corner of the thrd-floor roof 
of a four-story building at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley, CAt 
(Figure 6-1). The tree was 4 m from the north edge and 8 m from the west edge of the 
roof; the weather tower was 3 m west of the tree. The building’s fourth floor shaded the 
experimental site each morning until approximately 8 AM. 

i. Latitude 37”52’ N, longitude 122’20’ W. 
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6.3 APPARATUS 

6.3.1 Tree 

Specimen. A small Japanese wax-leaf privet tree?, two meters high and one meter wide, 
was purchased from a nursery for this experiment. The thickly-foliated, conically-shaped 
evergreen was potted in a 15-gallon (57 liter) black plastic container with bottom drainage 
holes. A blanket of dead leaves covering the soil, impeding evaporation from the soil sur- 
face. No nutrients were added to the plant once it left the nursery. 

The canopy was destructively sampled at the end of the experiment to determine that the 
total (single-sided) leaf area was approximately 6.9 m2. Further leaf statistics and details 
of the sampling method are given in Section 1.3. 

Species. Wax-leaf privet (Ligustrum Juponicum) is a popular evergreen shrub or tree that 
grows up to 3 meters high. It is native to Japan and Korea but is planted in the U.S. as far 
north as Washington, D.C. Privets are hardy, grow well in ordinary soils, tolerate but do 
not prefer some shade, and are commonly used as hedge plants or containerized plants 
(Everett 1981-82, p.2005). All varieties of privet have stomatal pores only on the under- 
side of their leaves (Bold et al. 1987, p.629). 

Ligustrum Juponicum was selected for this experiment based on its reputation for heavy 
water consumption (Still and Davies 1993). It is also a popular subject for water-use 
experiments (Steinberg, Zajicek, and McFarland 1991; Heilman and Brittin 1989; Still and 
Davies 1993; Still and Davies 1988; Beeson 1992; Lownds and Berghahe 1991). 

Plant System. The term “plant system” will be used to refer to everything that was 
weighed on the scale, Le. the tree, soil pot, and the sensors attached to the tree. Since soil 
evaporation was negligible, and the tree lost few leaves over the course of the experiment, 
slow declines in the plant system mass could generally be attributed to evapotranspiration. 
(By contrast, drainage after watering yielded large, sudden changes in the plant system 
mass). 

6.3.2 Instrumentation 

Tree Sensors. A load cell (Ishida MT-300; still-air accuracy +lo g, repeatability f50 g in 
2 m s-’ wind) beneath the potted tree measured the mass of the plant system, while a ther- 
mistor probe (Campbell Scientific 107B; accuracy M.4 K) measured the soil temperature. 
Teflon-insulated, five-mil, type-T thermocouples (Omega 5SC-TT-T-36-36:G 1 ; accuracy 
M.3 K) were attached to (a) the underside of a sunny leaf at the top of the canopy and (b) 
the underside of a shaded leaf in the center of the canopy (Figure 6-2). 

t. This specimen of wax-leaf privet had multiple stems and was therefore technically a shrub. 
However, it had the shape of a tree (see Figure 6-2), and will be referred to as such in this paper. 
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An aspirated, radiation-shielded air temperature sensor (Figure 6-4) was constructed by 
suspending an Omega thermocouple in the center of a 30-cm-long, 2-cm-wide PVC pipe. 

plastic tape to reduce solar heating. A small electric fan drew air through the top of the 
pipe to aspirate the thermocouple. The sensor unit was mounted vertically in the center of 
the canopy to measure the inner-canopy air temperature. 

Weather Station. The rooftop weather station's six-foot tripod (Campbell Scientific 
CM6) held a horizontal semiconductor pyranometer (LI-COR LI200S; accuracy +3%), a 
three-cup anemometer (Campbell Scientific 014A Met One; accuracy B.1 m s-' ), a wind 
direction vane (Campbell Scientific 024A Met One; accuracy f5"), and an air temperature 
and humidity sensor (Campbell Scientific RH207; accuracies M.4 K and +5% RH) 
housed in a 12-plate passive radiation shield (Gill 41004-5; ralation error k0.7 K @ 
1080 W m-2 & 2 m s" ) (Figure 6-3). 

Air Temperature Sensor Array. Figure 6-2 shows an array of three more aspirated, 
shielded temperature sensors set in line with the air-temperature sensor in the center of the 
tree's canopy. These were intended to detect warming of the air as it passed over the can- 
opy, but the idea proved impractical for such a small tree. Consider: the cross-section of 
the privet tree is approximately A = 1 m2 . If the canopy absorbs 1000 W of insolation and 
convects & = 500 W to air passing through with velocity U = 2 m s-' , the corresponding 
rise in air temperature AT is given by 

I The pipe was surrounded by 1.5 cm of foam insulation that was in turn wrapped in white 

U A C A T = &  (6-1) 

=0.2 K .  (6-2) 
H (500 W) A T = - -  

C U A  - (1210 3 m-3 K-') x(2 m s-') x (1 m2) 

Under ideal conditions (i.e. no solar heating), standard thermocouples can measure air 
temperatures to accuracies of about 40.3 K. Housing them in the aspirated radiation 
shields described above and placing them outdoors introduced a radiation error of M.5 to 
1.5 K (see Section 1.4). Thus this portion of the experiment was abandoned as ill-con- 
ceived. 

Datalogger and Computers. A 386-class PC was used to communicate with the datalog- 
ger (Campbell Scientific 21X) that controlled all sensors. Data recorded on the PC was 
later uploaded to a Unix workstation for storage. 

Electronic Water Timer. A programmable electronic water timer (Nelson 5450) con- 
trolled the delivery of water to the soil. Water flowed from a rooftop standpipe, through the 
timer, though a 90 m length of quarter-inch irrigation tubing, and then into the soil. 
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6.4 WATERING CYCLES 

The tree was subjected to various watering cycles (Table 6-1) to explore the effect of soil 
moisture on the rate of evapotranspiration. 

Automatic Nightly Watering. An electronic timer watered the tree for 30 minutes each 
morning at 2 am. After unabsorbed water leaked out of the pot’s drainage holes, the soil 
retained about 4 kg of water, which was approximately equal to the water mass that evapo- 
transpired daily. Nightly watering thus kept the amount of water in the soil at the start of 
day roughly constant. 

Saturation and Dryout. To saturate the soil, water was added repeatedly over the course 
of a day until the soil gained little net mass from additional watering. The daily water 
timer was then turned off and the soil allowed to dry out for a week. This saturation and 
dryout process was repeated three times. 

6.5 DATA 

6.5.1 Measurements 

The datalogger executed all measurements once-a-second, 24-hours-a-day from August 9 
to October 19,1995. Data collection was continuous and uneventful except for those inci- 
dents listed in Table 6-2. Datalogger measurements were immediately uploaded to the PC 
and written to the PC disk every 30 seconds. Approximately 9 megabytes of data were 
uploaded daily from the PC to the workstation for long-term storage. 

6.5.2 Calculations 

Data Reduction. All measurements were taken and recorded at a frequency of 1 Hertz. 
This very large data set-approximately 500 MB-was averaged over periods of 1 minute 
and 30 minutes to provide smaller, smoother data sets from which to calculate the rate of 
evapotranspiration and to calculate the energy flows associated with the tree. 

Evapotranspiration. One-minute averages of the plant system mass were further 
smoothed with an iterative linear filter before the rate of mass loss (water loss) was calcu- 
lated as a finite difference derivative of the mass signal. Details of the smoothing are given 
in Section 1.2. 

6.5.3 Results 

Bee  Mass, Mass Loss Rate, and Weather. Time series of the plant system mass, mass 
loss rate, pyranometer insolation, air and soil temperatures, sunny and shaded leaf ternper- 
atures, saturation deficit, and wind speed are plotted in Figures 6-5 through 6-8. These 
data are explored in the energy balance calculations of Chapter 7. 
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Soil Watering Regimes 

1. Days 220-257 
2. Days 257-261 
3. Days 26 1-27 1 
4. Days 279-285 
5. Days 287-292 

Soil watered automatically every night around 2 am. 
Soil watered automatically every other night around 2 am. 
Soil watered manually, then allowed to dry out for 10 days. 
Soil watered manually, then allowed to dry out for 7 days. 
Soil watered manually, then allowed to dry out for 6 days. 

Table 6-1. Watering regimes. 

Exceptional Events 

1. Days 227.8-228.6 Data interrupted: measurements could not be stored due to 
loss of electrical power to computer. 

2. Days 229.6-229.7 Measurement changed (temporarily): tree canopy envel- 
oped in plastic to capture evapotranspired water. 

3. Days 230.6-233.6 Measurement changed (temporarily): tree removed from 
load cell and replaced by bucket of water for three days. 

4. Days 235.5-241.7 Data interrupted: measurements could not be stored due to 
the failure on a hard disk on the data-recording computer. 

5. Days 252.3-252.7 Data interrupted: measurements could not be stored due to 
loss of electrical power to computer. 

6. Day 255.7 Sensor added thermocouple attached to underside of 
sunny leaf at top of the canopy. 

7. Day256.7 Sensor added: thermocouple attached to underside of 
shaded leaf in center of canopy. 

Table 6-2. Exceptional events. 



Figure 6-1. Weather station and potted tree on third-story building roof in Berkeley, CA. 
A linear array of air temperature sensors surrounds the tree. A shaded assembly of PVC 
piping, used to join the air temperature sensors to a common air source for mutual calibra- 
tion, is mounted halfway up the weather tower. 
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1.  Japanese wax-leaf privet 
tree (tigustrum Japonicum) 

2. 15-gallon plastic soil pot with 
bottom drainage holes 

3. lshida MT-300 load cell 
4. Stand for temperature 

5. Air-temperature sensor 
6. Sunny-leaf thermocouple 
7. Shaded-leaf thermocouple 

sensor 

0.6 m M 
Figure 6-2. Tree, load cell, and sensors, drawn to scale. 
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1. Campbell Scientific CM6 tripod 
2. Campbell Scientific 207 air 

temperature and relative 
humidity sensor in Gil multiplate 
passive radiation shield 

3. LI-COR 200s pryanometer 
4. Campbell Scientific 024A wind 

5. Campbell Scientific 014A wind 
direction sensor 

speedsensor 

Figure 6-3. Rooftop weather station set 3 m west of the tree, drawn to scale. 
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w 5.5 cm 

1. Exhaust fan 
2. PVC pipe 
3. Foam insulation 
4. White plastic tape 
5. 5-mil type-T thermocouple 

junction 

Figure 6-4. Aspirated, radiation-shielded thermocouple air temperature sensor, drawn to 
scale. 
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Figure 6-5. Measurements on calendar days 221-239 (August 9-27, 1995) of (a) tree sys- 
tem mass, (b) tree system mass loss rate, (c) horizontal pyranometer insolation, (d) air and 
soil temperature (soil temperature not available), (e) sunny and shaded leaf temperature 
elevations (not available), ( f )  saturation deficit, and (8) wind speed. 
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Figure 6-6. Measurements on calendar days 240-259 (August 28-September 16, 1995) of 
(a) tree system mass, (b) tree system mass loss rate, (c) horizontal pyranometer insolation, 
(d) air and soil temperature, (e) sunny and shaded leaf temperature elevations, (f) satura- 
tion deficit, and (g) wind speed. 
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Figure 6-8. Measurements on calendar days 280-292 (October 7-19,1995) of (a) tree sys- 
tem mass, (b) tree system mass loss rate, (c) horizontal pyranometer insolation, (d) air and 
soil temperature, (e) sunny and shaded leaf temperature elevations, (0 saturation deficit, 
and (g) wind speed. 
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Chapter 7: Tree Calculations 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

The tree energy model was applied to the evapotranspiration and climate data gathered in 
the lysimeter experiment to calculate the canopy heat flows, the tree-induced changes to 
ground-to-air convection, and the tree’s resistance to water loss under various weather and 
soil moisture conditions. Four days were selected from the experimental data: one “nor- 
mal,” one cloudy, one arid, and one on which the plant was wilted. One each day, the mag- 
nitudes of the various forms of canopy heat transfer-short-wave radiation, long-wave 
radiation, convection, and latent heat loss-were compared to determine which modes 
dominated the canopy’s energy balance. Next, the amount of canopy-to-air convection was 
compared to the tree-induced reduction in ground-to-air convection to determine the net 
effect of the presence of the tree on the amount of heat convected to the air. Finally, the 
canopy-averaged stomatal resistance was computed to gauge the plant’s physiological 
response to its climate. 

7.2 METHODOLOGY 

7.2.1 Cases 

Four days of data-a ‘hormal” day, a “cloudy” day, an “arid day, and a “wilted” day- 
were selected to represent important variations in the plant’s environment.? The base-case, 
normal day (CD 246) was sunny, moderately dry, and had well-wetted soil. The cloudy 
day (CD 253) was similar to the normal day, but had morning clouds; the arid day (CD 
249) was similar to the normal day, but had very dry air; and the wilted day (CD 269) was 
similar to the normal day, but had dry soil. The insolation, air temperature, relative humid- 
ity, saturation deficit, plant system mass, and wind speed on these four days are compared 
in Figures 7-9 through 7-14. Other parameters are listed in Table 7-1. 

7.2.2 Calculations 

The following diurnal calculations were performed for each of the four representative 
days. 
1. Single-day profiles of the whole-canopy flow densities of all-wave radiation Q, , short- 

wave radiation So , convection H, , latent heat loss Eo, and long-wave radiation Lo 
(Figures 7- 1 through 7-4). The relative magnitudes of these flows gauge the impor- 
tance of each mode of heat transfer to the canopy’s energy balance. 

2. Single-day profiles of the convective loss f in  from each region of the canopy, and the 

t. A purely “windy” day was also desired, but the few strongly windy days in this experiment were 
also cloudy. 



change in ground-level convection, Gg, induced by the presence of the tree (Figures 
7-5 through 7-8). These indicate how much heat each region of the tree adds to or 
removes from the air, as well as the amount of ground-level cooling causes by the 
shadow of the tree. 

3. Multi-day comparisons of the stomatal resistance r, , indicating the physiological 
response of the plant to its environment (Figures 7- 15 and 7-16). 

4. Multi-day comparisons of the canopy latent heat loss Aho (Figure 7- 17), convection 

loss Ho (Figure 7-18), and Bowen ratio Bo = Ho/A.Eo (Figures 7-19 and 7-20). 

5. ‘Multi-day comparisons of the change in ground-level convection, Akg , induced by 
the presence of the tree (Figure 7-21). 

6. Multi-day comparisons of the critical downward mixing fraction A’ (Figure 7-22). If 
the fraction of heated canopy-level air that flows to ground level exceeds this value, the 
tree will have a net heating effect on the ground-level air. 

7.2.3 Code 

These calculations were made with the Mathematica 3.0 program “Tree Heat-Mass Bal- 
ance Calculation Engine,” presented in Appendix J. 

7.3 RESULTS 

7.3.1 Modes of Heat Flow in the Canopy 

The canopy gained heat primarily from insolation, and lost heat primarily via convection 
(Figures 7-1 through 7-4). Though the direction of the LW radiative exchange changed 
over the course of the day-the canopy gained heat from LW radiation from 9 AM to 3 
PM, when the ground surface was warmest, and lost heat otherwise- its magnitude rarely 
exceeded 20% of that of the SW radiation. 

The amount of heat dissipated by evaporation was also fairly small. On the normal day, the 
ratio of convective loss to latent heat loss (Bowen ratio) was approximately 5; on the arid 
day, when the high saturation deficit promoted evapotranspiration, it was 3; and on the 
cloudy morning, when there was when there little solar heating of the leaves, the ratio fell 
to about 1 (Figure 7-19). The Bowen ratio skyrocketed when the plant was wilted because 
evapotranspiration was negligible on that day (Figure 7-20). 

7.3.2 Diurnal Variations of Evapotranspiration and Stomatal Resistance 

On the normal and arid days, the tree evapotranspired more rapidly in the mornings than in 
the afternoon (Figure 7-17), despite the fact that the air was warmer and drier in the after- 
noons (Figures 7-10 through 7-12). This indicates a gradual leaf wilting and resultant sto- 
matal closure. The computed stomatal resistance rose throughout the normal and arid 
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days, reaching twice their 9 AM values by 3 PM (Figure 7-15). 

On the cloudy morning, the evapotranspiration rate rose linearly from 6 AM to noon 
(Figure 7-17). For some unknown reason, the stomatal resistance fell by a factor of three 
from 6 AM to 9 AM (Figure 7-15). The resistance remained constant for the rest of the 
morning, probably because the rate of evapotranspiration was low enough to prevent a 
wilting before noon. The stomatal resistance doubled by 3 PM, presumably due to an 
afternoon-onset wilting and stomatal closure. 

Evapotranspiration was small but measurable on the wilted day; the calculated stomatal 
resistance was very high (Figure 7-16). 

7.3.3 Canopy-Level and Ground-Level Convective Flows 

The warm outer regions of the canopy (the side wall and base) convected more heat into 
the air than the cool interior region removed from air. On the normal day, the ratio of can- 
opy-level heating to canopy-level cooling was about 20; on the arid day, about 9; on the 
cloudy morning, about 3; and on the wilted day, essentially infinite, because the canopy 
interior drew a negligible amount of heat from the air (Figures 7-5 through 7-8). 

Under a clear sky at noon, the canopy convected about 850 to 1050 W into the air, while its 
shadow reduced the amount of heat convection from ground to air by 400 to 450 W. On all 
four days, the magnitude of canopy-level convective heating of the air was about twice 
that of the ground-level cooling of the air induced by the tree’s shadow. Thus, the critical 
downward mixing fraction was about 0.45 (Figure 7-22). 

7.4 DISCUSSION 

7.4.1 Significance of Latent Heat Loss in the Canopy Energy Balance 

The canopy’s latent heat loss was generally small compared to its solar gain, suggesting 
that evapotranspirative cooling played a fairly minor role in the energy balance of the tree. 
The notable exception was on the arid day, when the high saturation deficit significantly 
increased the rate of latent heat loss to the point where the canopy’s convective and latent 
heat losses were comparable. 

7.4.2 Net Heating of Air Induced By Presence of Tree 

In this experiment, the canopy itself was at ground level, so all heat dissipated by the can- 
opy was added directly to the ground level air. Thus, the presence of the tree added about 
500 W of heat to the near-ground air. However, since the critical downward mixing frac- 
tion was about 0.5, and since buoyancy can generally be expected to make the downward 
mixing fraction less than one-half, this tree would likely have had a net cooling effect on 
the near-ground air had its canopy been high. 
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7.4.3 Net Air Heating Per Unit Area 

There is some ambiguity in choice of tree area when attempting to generalize the heat 
flows obtained for one tree to another tree of arbitrary size. That is, the areal flows may be 
expressed per unit canopy area of the tree, or per unit canopy base area. Canopy heat flows 

are dominated by the incident insolation &, , which can greatly exceed AB IH when the 
canopy is tall (Figure 7-23). The incident diffuse insolation is proportional to the area of 
the canopy wall, while the incident direct insolation is proportional to the area of the can- 
opy base (at least when the sun is high enough to illuminate the entire canopy). Unfortu- 
nately, the direct and diffuse flows are comparable in magnitude. Thus, if base area is to be 
used as a gauge of canopy size, all trees being compared should have roughly the same 
ratio of wall area to base area. That is, they should be of the same shape. 

Expressed per unit base area, the noontime canopy air heating was 1080 - 1330 W m-2, 
and ground air cooling was 510 - 570 W m-2. Since the canopy was at ground level, the 
net ground-level air heating was about 660 W m-2. However, a more general expression 
for the net ground-level air heating, derived from Eq. (5-74), would be 

(7- 1) AH = (f, - c ) H o  = (f, - 0.45) x (1200 W m-2). 

7.4.4 Stomatal Control of Evapotranspiration 

Late-morning wilting without mid-afternoon recovery was observed on the normal, 
cloudy, and arid days. This suggests that even after the late-morning stomatal closure 
reduced the rate of water loss, the tree could not transport water from soil to leaves fast 
enough to restore leaf turgor, and thus reopen the stomatal pores, before nightfall. 

The noontime stomatal resistances of 500,250, and 1200 s m-' calculated on the normal, 
cloudy, and arid days agree in order of magnitude with the noontime resistances of 200 to 
1000 s m-' reported for Ligustrum Japonicum by Steinberg et al. 1991. 

7.4.5 Validity of Opaque Canopy Radiation Model 

While the opaque canopy radiation model introduced in this paper yielded stomatal resis- 
tances of the right order of magnitude, the calculated diurnal profiles of the stomatal resis- 
tance are not entirely satisfactory. Particularly suspect are (a) the sharp decline of 
computed stomatal resistance from 6 AM to 9 AM on the cloudy morning, and (b) the fact 
that the computed stomatal resistance was much higher on the arid day than on the normal 
and cloudy days. However, there may be a physiological explanation for the latter: the arid 
day followed a warm and dry night during which the leaves may have failed to recover 
their full turgor. 

As stated earlier, the only particular strength of this radiation model over its more sophisti- 
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cated counterparts in the literature is the ease with which it can be used to explicitly close 
the canopy’s energy balance. 
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Figure 7-1. Normal-day, whole-canopy heat flow densities of all-wave radiation Q, , 

short-wave radiation So, convection H, , latent heat LEo, and long-wave radiation L, . 
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Figure 7-2. Cloudy-day, whole-canopy heat flow densities of all-wave radiation a,  
short-wave radiation So, convection Ho , latent heat AEo , and long-wave radiation. 
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Figure 7-3. Arid-day, whole-canopy heat flow densities of all-wave radiation Q, , short- 
wave radiation So, convection Ho , latent heat AEo , and long-wave radiation &. 
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Figure 7-4. Wilted-day, whole-canopy heat flow densities of all-wave radiation Q, , short- 
wave radiation So, convection Ho , latent heat LEo , and long-wave radiation L,, . 
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Figure 7-5. Normal-day convections, including whole-canopy convection f i0  , canopy- 

wall convection Hw , canopy-base convection HB , canopy-interior convection HI , and 

ground-level convection change AHg induced by the presence of the tree. 
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Figure 7-6. Cloudy-day convections, including whole-canopy convection f i0  , canopy- 

wall convection Hw , canopy-base convection HB , canopy-interior convection HI, and 

ground-level convection change AHg induced by the presence of the tree. 
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Figure 7-7. Arid-day convections, including whole-canopy convection k, , canopy-wall 

convection I?, , canopy-base convection HB , canopy-interior convection HI, and 

ground-level convection change AHg induced by the presence of the tree. 
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Figure 7-8. Wilted-day convections, including whole-canopy convection k0 , canopy- 

wall convection H,  , canopy-base convection HB , canopy-interior convection H I ,  and 

ground-level convection change AHg induced by the presence of the tree. 
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Figure 7-9. Horizontal-plane insolation IH on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-10. Air temperature T, on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-11. Relative humidity h, on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-12. Water-vapor-density saturation deficit psd on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-13. Plant system mass on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-14. Wind speed U on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-15. Stomatal resistance qS on four representative days, scaled to show behavior 
on non-wilted days. 
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Figure 7-16. Stomatal resistance r, on four representative days, scaled to show behavior 
on the wilted day. 
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Figure 7-17. Whole-canopy latent heat loss A& on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-18. Whole-canopy convective heat loss f i0  on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-19. Whole-canopy Bowen ratio (Bo = H o p E 0 )  on four representative days, 
scaled to show behavior on non-wilted days. 
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Figure 7-20. Whole-canopy Bowen ratio (Bo = Ho/AEo) on four representative days, 
scaled to show behavior on the wilted day. 
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Figure 7-21. Tree-induced change in ground-level convection AHg on four representa- 
tive days. 
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Figure 7-22. Critical downward mixing fraction &’ on four representative days. 
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Figure 7-23. Normal-day incident insolations, including whole-canopy incident insola- 
tion $j,o , canopy-wall incident insolation &, and canopy-base incident insolation 
on a normal day. Also shown is the insolation incident on a horizontal region of area equal 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

Two fundamental questions were posed at the outset of this paper: (a) will raising the 
albedo of ground surfaces warm or cool near-ground objects, and (b) by how much will 
the introduction of a tree cool or warm the air near the ground. The short answer is that 
near-ground objects and air may be either warmed or cooled by increasing albedo and add- 
ing trees, and that the magnitudes of these effects tend to be fairly small. This chapter will 
also discuss the merits of the models introduced herein, and suggest some topics for fur- 
ther exploration. 

8.1 EFFECTS OF GROUND ALBEDO AND SHADE FRACTION ON NEAR- 
GROUND OBJECTS 

8.1.1 Ground Albedo 

The calculations performed for a human, a car, and a bungalow suggest that raising the 
albedo of ground surfaces can reduce the environmental (and thus surface) temperatures of 
objects that have moderate to high albedos. To be so cooled, a human in a low wind and 
tall thermal boundary layer requires a surface albedo of only about 0.15, which could 
readily be achieved with high-albedo clothing. A small building in a moderate wind and a 
tall thermal boundary-layer demands the highest albedo-about 0.7-which would require 
clean, bright white exterior. The magnitude of the environmental temperature change is 
not large: a ground albedo increase of 0.25 would alter the temperature of a near-ground 
object of typical albedo 0.3 by -1 to +2 K. 

Convection-critical object albedos are quite high-generally greater than 0.7-suggesting 
that an increase in ground albedo will almost always raise the amount of heat convected 
from near-ground objects to the air. However, the convective flux density increase associ- 
ated with a ground-albedo rise of 0.25 is only about 10 to 60 W m-2. This is not particu- 
larly large when compared to the 200 W m-2 reduction of ground-to-air convection of that 
would result from the same rise in ground albedo. Thus, raising the ground albedo will 
tend to reduce total amount of heat convected into the near-ground air. 

8.1.2 Shade Fraction 

The shading provided by the canopy of a tree can yield much greater reductions in near- 
ground-object environmental temperature and convection loss. Increasing the shade frac- 
tion from zero to one-half-a modest assumption, since a tree canopy can easily shade the 
entire surface of human or car-sized objects-will reduce the environmental temperature 
by 2 to 16 K. The temperature drop is greatest under mild wind conditions. Squat objects 
exhibit a greater noontime temperature drop than do tall objects. Shading also leads to siz- 
able reductions in object-to-air convection, on the order of 100 W m-2. This effect varies 
with wind speed and form factor in the same manner as the temperature drop. 
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8.2 AIR HEATING AND COOLING INDUCED BY A TREE 

8.2.1 Net Ground-Level Effect 

The presence of a small tree was found to increase noontime convection from canopy to 
air by about 1200 W m-2, and to reduce the ground-to-air convection by about 
550 W m-2. These flows are expressed per unit base area of the tree's canopy. The canopy 
of the experimental specimen was at ground level, and thus induced net ground-level air 
heating of 650 W m-' . 

Since the critical downward mixing fraction was 0.45, the net ground-level heating that 
would have been induced had the canopy been high was (& - 0.45) x (1 200 W m-*). A 
reasonable guess for the downward mixing fraction might be 0.4, at which the net ground- 
level air cooling induced by the tree is approximately 60 W m-' . The actual net cooling or 
heating will vary strongly with fL, which is a function of the flow around the canopy. 

The shape of the conical canopy is captured in the canopy and ground energy balances by 
its angle of elevation, so the results obtained for this tree should scale to larger trees with a 
similar angle of elevation (about 75"). It should also extend to collections of well-sepa- 
rated (i.e. non-interfering) trees. 

8.2.2 Significance of Evapotranspiration 

In general, the canopy's heat gain was dominated by short-wave radiation, and its heat loss 
was dominated by convection. Evapotranspiration played an important role in the canopy 
energy balance only on the arid day, when the canopy's latent heat loss was comparable to 
its convective heat loss. This suggest that evaporation may be neglected in considerations 
of net ground-level convection on days when the water vapor density saturation deficit is 
moderate, say less than 5 g m-3. 

8.3 MERITS OF VARIOUS MODELS 

8.3.1 Near-Ground Object Model 

Strengths. The near-ground object model has several attractive features. First, since it 
focuses solely on the variation of environmental temperature and convective loss with 
ground albedo and shade fraction, it eliminates parameters like the sky and free-stream 
temperatures. Second, it yields critical values of object albedo that may be calculated 
explicitly, and to which an object's actual albedo may be compared to determine the sign 
of the effect of a rise in ground albedo. 

Weaknesses. As usual, the price for convenience is accuracy. The near-ground object 
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model stacks assumption upon assumption, and some hold poorly in certain cases. Notable 
shortcomings are the application of a conductionless energy balance to the surface of a 
highly conductive body (e.g. a car), overestimating sensitivities to ground albedo changes; 
the arbitrary choice of ground convection coefficient, which yields moderate uncertainties 
in the temperature-critical object albedo; and the arbitrary choice of thermal boundary- 
layer height, which also yields moderate uncertainties in the temperature-critical object 
albedo. 

8.3.2 Tree and Ground Models 

Strengths. The closed form solution for the net ground-level air heating induced by the 
presence of a tree (Eq. (5-72), with all its attendant substitutions) is explicit, albeit 
unwieldy. That is, no iteration is required in its evaluation, and there are no concerns about 
numerical stability. Also, by gauging the tree’s effect in terms of a heat flow, rather than by 
an air temperature change, this model skirts the dicey business of estimating the volume of 
air into which convected heat will be dispersed. The only flow-related parameter other 
than free-stream velocity is the downward mixing fraction. The downward mixing fraction 
is a handy concept because it may be estimated either crudely--from hand-waving consid- 
erations of symmetry and buoyancy-or with accuracy, from a study of the flow around a 
tree. 

Weaknesses. The opaque canopy radiation model employed to close the tree’s energy bal- 
ance is cruder than most other models, because it does not account for penetration of sun- 
light into the canopy. Thus, it is suited only for densely foliated trees. While the canopy 
energy balance predicts stomatal resistances with approximately correct values and diur- 
nal variations, some of the values are hard to explain from considerations of plant physio- 
logically. This suggest that some aspect of the canopy energy balance is somewhat 
inaccurate, and the most likely candidate is the relatively crude radiation model. 

8.4 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Several topics touched upon in this paper may warrant further research: 
1. Cooling by other species of trees, which may have solar loads or evapotranspiration 

rates that differ significantly from those of the specimen studied herein. 
2. Cooling by collections of trees. A proper evaluation of the cooling effects of urban for- 

estry must account for the mutual shading and wind screening of a collection of trees. 
3. Expression of ground convection coefficient. There does not appear to be a satisfactory 

formula in the literature for the variation of a smooth ground surface’s convection 
coefficient with wind speed. 
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Appendix A: Surface Energy Balances 

A.l OVERVIEW 

This appendix develops the energy balances of a dry surface--e.g. the ground, or a near- 
ground object-and a wet surface, such as a leaf. 

At a dry surface, long and short wave radiation gains are lost by convection and conduc- 
tion.At a wet, adiabatic? surface, the long and short wave gains are dissipated by convec- 
tion and by the evaporation of water. The rate of evaporation from the wet surface is 
determined by coupled mass and energy balances. 

A.2 CONVENTIONS 

Unless otherwise indicated, all heat and mass flows are per unit area, units are SI, temper- 
atures are absolute, and fluid properties are evaluated at a standard temperature and pres- 
sure (STP) of 20°C and one atmosphere. Area-integrated (“areal”) flows are denoted with 
a hat, e.g. Q . The abbreviations “LW,” “SW,” and “AW7 may be used to denote long- 
wave, short-wave, and “all-wave” (long-wave plus short-wave) radiations. Unless other- 
wise specified, the adjective “radiative” refers to long-wave radiation. 

A.3 LINEARIZATION OF HEAT AND MASS FLOWS 

A.3.1 Transfer Resistances 

It is both traditional and mathematically convenient to linearize the heat flows from a sur- 
face by expressing each heat flow as the ratio of a linear temperature difference that drives 
the flow to a resistance that opposes the flow. Consider a surface at temperature T, that 
convects to air at temperature T,  , conducts to a solid at temperature T, , and exchanges 
long-wave radiation with a black-body surface at temperature T, . Its long-wave (LW) 
radiative heat gain$ L , convective heat loss H , and conductive heat loss K may be writ- 
ten 

L = err-’ (T, - T,) ,  

H = q - l  (T ,  - q ) ,  

(A-1) 

(A-2) 

t. In this paper, adiabatic is taken to mean that no heat is conducted from the surface. 
$. Note that by convention, the LW radiation heat flow is defined as a gain to the surface, while the 

convection and conduction heat flows are written as losses. This permits the surface energy bal- 
ance to be written as AW gain = SW gain + LW gain = convection loss + conduction loss. 
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and 

Here 

K = cql (T,  - q). (-4-3) 

is the volumetric heat capacity of air, and r,, rh , and r, are the radiative, convective, and 
conductive resistances to heat transfer. 

Similarly, vapor diffusion from a wet surface may be expressed as the ratio of a linear dif- 
ference in vapor density driving the mass flow to a resistance opposing the mass flow. The 
rate of latent heat loss from a wet surface is 

= r;’ (pi0 - pva) 7 (A-5) 

where A is the latent heat of vaporization of water per unit mass, E is the mass loss rate, 

pto p:(T,) is the saturation density of water vapor at the surface temperature T,, , pvu is 
the density of water vapor in the air, and r, is the resistance to vapor diffusion. All transfer 
resistances have been defined to have dimensions of time per length. 

The surface may also experience a short-wave (SW) radiative gain S and internal heat 
generation G , The sum of the short and long wave gains is the “all-wave” (AW) gain 

Q = L + S .  (-4-6) 

A.3.2 Coupling of Vapor Density Difference to Temperature Difference 

A common temperature-difference expansion of the vapor density difference in Eq. (A-5) 
is 

where 

(A-7) 

is the slope of the saturation vapor density with respect to temperature. The “saturation 
deficit” 

Psd p:u - P v u  64-91 
is the additional density of water vapor the air may absorb before reaching saturation, and 
p:, = pl(T,) is the saturation vapor density of water at the air temperature. The density of 
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water vapor in the air may be expressed in terms of the relative humidity, h, : 

Pv, = hr Pi, (A-10) 

Substituting Eq. (A-7) into Eq. (A-5) yields the latent heat loss as a function of the surface 
temperature: 

aE = a r;l [s(T, - T,  ) + psd].  (A-1 1) 

A.4 DRY-SURFACE ENERGY BALANCES 

A.4.1 Convection and Long-Wave Radiation 

The energy balance on dry, adiabatic surface with no heat generation or SW gain 
(LE= K = G = S =0) is simply 

E = H ,  
or 

cr,-'(T, - T,)  = cql (T,  - T, )  . 

Radiative Efficiency Parameter. Its solution is 

-- T , - T , - q  
5-T, 

where the parameter 

(A-13) 

(A-14) 

(A-15) q"-. rr 
C+'h 

If r, <<G , then q c- 0, and T, = T, ; if rh <<r,, then q = 1 , and T,  c- T,  . This parameter 
appears frequently in solutions to more complicated energy balances. 

A.4.2 Convection, Long-Wave Radiation, and Short-Wave Radiation 

With the addition of SW radiation S to the energy balance, 

Q = L i - S = H ,  
or 

cr,-'(T,-T,)+s=cr,-'(T,-T,). 

T,=c-'r,S+qT,+(l-q)T,, 

The surface temperature will reach 
(A-17) 

(A-18) 
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where 

(A-19) 

Dry-Surface All-Wave Radiative Gain. Combining Eqs. (A-2), (A- 16), and (A- 1 S), the 
AW radiative gain of this dry surface is 

The concept of a dry AW gain will prove useful in the solution of wet surface energy bal- 
ances. 

Back-Calculating 5 .  The convective resistance rh may be calculated from an observed 
surface temperature T, . Solving Eq. (A-17) for 5 , 

(A-21) 

A.4.3 Convection, Radiations, and Constant Conduction 

Consider the surface of a body with heat conduction K from surface to core, and surface 
energy balance 

If the conduction is constanti-that is, independent of surface temperature-then 
Q= L + S = H + K .  (A-Q 

Crr-'(T,-T,)+S=Cr,- ' (T,-T,)+K.  (A-a 

If the core temperature is T, and the surface-to-core conduction resistance is g: , Eq. (A-3) 
relates the core temperature to the surface temperature T, by 

K = cg:-'(T, - T), 
or 

T, = T,  + C-' r, K .  
Substituting Eq. (A-25) into Eq. (A-23) and rearranging, 

(A-24) 

(A-25) 

Environmental Temperature. This solution for the core temperature & can be expressed 

7. An example of constant core-to-surface conduction would be found in a steady-state body with 
internal heat generation G that must be conducted to the surface. In that case, K = -G . 
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more neatly by introducing the “environmental temperature”t T,  - If the body were pl; 
in a blackbody enclosure with T,  = T, = T, and S = 0 , the surface energy balance wo 
reduce to 

L = H + K ,  (j 

v 
or 

Cr;’ (T,  - T,)  = CrL1 (T, - 5) - K . 

Substituting Eq. (A-25) into Eq. (A-27) and rearranging, 

Solving Eqs. (A-26) and (A-29) for q ,  
r, = c-’ r, s + q T, + (1 - q)q. 

T, = T,  -c-’(y, +I$. 

Rearranging Eq. (A-28), 

Substituting Eq. (A-3 1) into Eq. (A-25), 

T, = T, - C-’c K .  0 
This analysis holds only for constant surface-to-core conduction K .  It is most useful: 
applied to a object with constant internal heat generation G and negligible thermal m 
e.g. a small animal. The core and surface temperatures of such an object will quickly rc 
steady-state, at which point K = -G will be constant. 

A.4.4 Surface Temperature of a Body Not in Steady-State 

Adiabatic Surface Temperature. The concept of an environmental temperature may 
be applied to an object not in steady state if surface-to-core conduction may be neglec 
in its surface energy balance. In that case, the object’s surface temperature simply equ 
its environmental temperature: 

q=<. 0 
This may be obtained formally by setting K = 0 in Eq. (A-32), but is really just a res 
ment of the adiabatic surface temperature solution of Eq. (A-18). 

Neglecting Conduction. If T,  - T,  , T, - T,  , and T, - T, are comparable in magnitudl 
the ratio of convection to LW radiation to conduction will be 

0 H : L : K = rh1 : q-’ : c-’. 

?. Also known as the “equivalent blackbody temperature,” or “effective temperature.” 
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This ratio of conductances may be used to compare the three heat flows, and thereby deter- 
mine whether K is negligible. 

A.4.5 UtiIity of Environmental Temperature 

Since human, vehicles, and buildings are thermally massive and rarely in steady-state, the 
constant-conduction expressions for body and surface temperatures, Eqs. (A-3 1) and (A- 
32), will rarely apply to near-ground objects of interest. At best, the adiabatic surface tem- 
perature solution of Eq. (A-18) will apply. Given this, why introduce the concept of an 
environmental temperature at all? The answer is threefold. Firstly, for consistency with the 
literature: environmental physicists commonly describe the climate of animals and 
humans in terns of environmental temperature (Monteith 1973; Campbell 1977). Sec- 
ondly, for generality: environmental temperature theory is useful for small, steady-state 
objects, as discussed above, and there may be some interest in the surface and body tem- 
peratures of such objects. Thirdly, it is no more difficult to discuss environmental tempera- 
ture than surface temperature. 

A S  WET-SURFACE ENERGY BALANCES 

A.5.1 Adiabatic Saturation and the Psychrometric Constant 

Consider a parcel of air, originally at temperature E and water vapor density p,,, , that is 
adiabatically saturated with water vapor until it reaches “wet bulb” temperature 2’’ and 

saturation vapor density p; = p:(Tw). With no external source of heat, the latent heat of 
vaporization must be obtained though sensible cooling of the air, such that 

- P v J =  PCP(T, -TwL (A-35) 
The ratio of the increase in water vapor density to the accompanying decrease in tempera- 
ture, 

is called the “psychrometric constant” 

a 
This parameter will appear in the solution to the coupled mass and energy balances of wet 
surfaces. 

A S 2  Convection, Long and Short-Wave Radiations, and Latent Heat 
Loss 

Classic Penman Formulation. Now consider a wet surface with convection, radiation, 
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and latent heat loss, but no conduction or heat generation. In steady state, the short and 
long wave radiative gains are dissipated by convection and evaporation of water: 

Q =  L + S =  H + A E ,  
or 

Q- AE = H =  C5-l (T, - T , ) .  

kE  = Lq-' [ S ( q  - T,)  + psd]  = 2q-I [s c-' rh (Q  - AE)+ p,] . 

(A-39 

Combining Eqs. (A-1 1) and (A-39) to eliminate the temperature difference (T,  - a) ,  
64-40> 

Solving for AE and rearranging yields the classic Penman expression for latent heat loss 
from a wet surface (Campbell 1977, p.120): 

where 

Replacing Q by &. The Penman expression above retains an inconvenient dependence 
on the as-yet-unknown surface temperature because 

Q = L + S = Cc-' (T, - T,)  + S . 
The energy balance in Eq. (A-38) may be manipulated to express Q in terms of edty and 
AE , and this result may be substituted back into Eq. (A-41) to yield LE in terms of & . 

Writing Eq. (A-38) in the form 

and solving for (T, - T,)  yields 

c(q - a) + rh (LE- s) L=Cr;'(T,-T,)= 
+rh 

and thus 
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Note that 

Introducing 77 and Qdry from Eqs. (A-15) and (A-20), 

Q = ed.y + (1 - V ) m .  
Substituting Eq. (A-48) into (A-41) and solving the result for AE , 

Note that this expression is independent of the surface temperature T,, . 

Back-Calculating Convection and Long- Wave Radiation. Eq. (A-48) yields expres- 
sions for the convective heat loss 

and the LW heat gain 

(A-51) 

These formulas are useful when the latent heat loss AE is known. 

Aside: Estimating Surface Temperature Without Knowing Diffusion Resistance. A 
brief digression: Eq. (A-49) can also be used to find the surface temperature T, without 
knowing the precise value of the vapor diffusion resistance q, . Multiplying its numerator 
and denominator by 

yields 

When qs/yn << 1 the latent heat loss simplifies to 

Subtracting Eq. (A-1 1) from Eq. (A-54), 

lim (T,, - T, )  = (1 - - ~ ) ( q  - T,)+ C-' rh S .  
%o 
Y 

64-53 
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Thus the exact value of the diffusive resistance r, is not needed to predict T, so long as 

y* = ( r v / ~ ) y  >> q s ,  which is equivalent to ( r v / ~ )  >> (qs/y) .  Since 0 < q < 1 and 

(S /Y  )T$l"C = 2 ,  Eq. (A-55) may be used when (r,/rh) >> 2 .  This is very handy for leaves, 

which typically exhibit ( r , / ~ )  2 20 . 
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Appendix B : Energy-Balance Approximations 

This appendix examines the assumptions made in the dry and wet surface energy balances 
of Appendix A to determine if these assumptions hold for surfaces modeled in this study, 
i.e. those of the ground, near-ground objects, and tree leaves. 

B.1 NEGLECT OF CONDUCTION IN GROUND SURFACE ENERGY BALANCES 

B.1.1 Damping Depth 

The dry, adiabatic energy balance of Eq. (A-16) may be applied to a ground surface when 
the conduction loss to the soil is small compared to the heat carried away by convection 
and LW radiation. The damping deptht of diurnal surface temperature variations is given 
by (Campbell 1977, p. 16) 

0 = (2 K / 0 ) 1 ” ,  

29T 
1 day 

where K is the soil’s thermal diffusivityy and o = - - - 7.3 x 10-~ s-l is the angular fre- 

quency of the diurnal temperature oscillation. The thermal conductivities and diffusivities 
of soil vary strongly with water content, but a typical moist soil might have conductivity 
k = 1 W m-’ IC’ and diffusivity K = 5 x 
D = 0.1 m . Diurnal oscillations will be 95% damped at a depth of 3 D = 0.3 m , so the soil 
temperature T,  at this depth may be assumed equal to the diurnal-average surface temper- 
ature. 

m2 s-’ (Monteith 1973, p.127); this yields 

B.1.2 Soil Resistance 

The soil resistance can be estimated from 

k cc-1 - 
3 0 ’  

or 

B.1.3 Convection vs. Long-Wave Radiation vs. Conduction 

To obtain a typical ratio of convection to LW radiation to conduction, assume that at mid- 
day the soil and sky are each about 10 K cooler than the near-ground air, and that a black- 

t. Also known as “characteristic penetration depth.” 
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top ground surface is approximately 40 K warmer than the air. That is, 

(T,  -T , )  (T,  - T,) == 10 K ,  

and 

(T, - T,)  = 40 K .  

The ground's LW radiative temperature T, = T, . Since 

03-51 

G-T, G-T, (T , -T , )+(T, -T , )  T - T ,  10 -- --= = 1 + a 1 + - = 1.25, 03-6) T,-q q-T, T,-T T , - K  40 

the ground-sky temperature difference is close to the ground-air temperature difference. 
Thus 

(T ,  - q )  = (T, -T, )  = (T, - K ) ,  
and the ratio of convective to LW radiative to conductive heat loss is 

H :  L :  K = C ~ j ' ( T , - T , ) : C ~ - ' ( G - T , ) : C ~ - ' ( T , - T , ) = : ~ ~ ' : ~ ~ - ' : ~ - ' .  (B-8) 

03-71 

Taking rh =: 60 s m-' ( E  = 20 W m-2 K-') and q = 200 s m-' , 

H : L :  K = ri' : I-;' : 5 - l ~  & : & : & = 50 : 15 : 3 .  03-9) 

Thus, with these rough assumptions, ground conduction may be neglected in the typical 
summer, midday, dry-surface energy balance. 

B.2 NEGLECT OF CONDUCTION IN NEAR-GROUND OBJECT ENERGY 
BALANCES 

A conductionless energy balance may also be applied to the surface of a near-ground 
object if its surface-to-core conduction is small compared to its surface-to-environment ~ 

heat transfer. 

B.2.1 Human 

For a clothed, 15-cm-radius human in a 3 m s'' wind, rr = 200 s m-' , rh = 50 s m-' , and 

r, = 200 s m-' (Campbell 1977, p.103). Assuming T, = 310 K,  T, = 300 K ,  

q = T,  + 25 = 325 K , T, = +(T, + q )  == 308 K ,  and T, = T, + 15 = 315 K , then 

@lo> 
H : L : K = crj' (T,  - T,)  : cq-' (5 - T,) : Cf' (T,  - T,)  

-a. - %.&:&=60:17:5 

Thus conduction dissipates about 10% of the (dry) human's solar gain, and the conduc- 
tionless balance holds. 
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B.2.2 Car 

For a 1.5-m-radiusY painted? metal car in a 3 m s-' wind, r, = 200 s m-l, rh = 150 s m-' , 
and, to guessf, r, = 10 s m-' . Assuming T, = 300 K , = T, + 25 = 325 K , 

T, =+(T, +T, )=  308 K ,  r, = T,  +25=325 K,  and T, = T, = 300 K ,  

H: L :  K = q y r ,  q): cq-'(T, - q ) :  cy,? (T, - T,) 
=25.17.2- 5 0 .  -100:17:500 

Since conduction dissipates about 80% of the car's solar gain, the conductionless balance 
fails. 

B.2.3 Building 

For a 5-m-radius, R-3 building in a 3 m s-' wind, r, = 200 s m-' , 5 = 200 s m-' , and 

y, = 600 s m-*. Using the temperatures assumed for the car, 

@E) 
N: L :  K = c5-yq -q): cr;'(T, - q ) :  cy,-'(& - T,)  

=a. 2 - a = 75: 51 : 25 
50 * 200 600 

Thus conduction dissipates about 15% of the building's solar gain, and the conductionless 
balance holds. 

B.3 NEGLECT OF HEAT STORAGE IN LEAVES 

B.3.1 Transient Balance With Finite Thermal Mass 

When applied to a real surface with finite thickness and thermal mass4.g.  a plant leaf- 
the wet-surface energy balance in Eq. (A-38) holds only if the surface temperature is no 
longer changing. The transient energy balance 

Q = L+ S = H + AE + A - ' m c z  , W 3 )  

includes a heat storage term A-' mc 8,  where m , c , and A are the mass, specific heat 

per unit mass, and area of the surface, and f,, = dT,/dt. Applying the usual linearizations, 

S+Cr;'(T,-T,)= Crcl(T, -T,)+Aq-'[p,,+s(T, -T,)]+A-'rncf,,. (B-14) 

A leaf will exchange LW radiation with some surfaces that are usually cooler than the 
ambient air, such as the sky, and some that are usually warmer, such as the ground. The 

t. A bare-metal car would have low emissivity, and thus a high radiative resistance. 
$. There are typically some plastic components and trapped-air spaces between the metal exterior 

of a car and the inside of the passenger compartment. These should make the conduction resis- 
tance of the car shell about an order of magnitude greater than that of pure metal. 
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precise LW radiative temperature is not important in the estimation of the characteristic 
time required for the leaf to reach steady-state, so assume 

T,=T, .  

U I G - T , .  

Eq. (B-14) is more compactly written in terms of the homogenous temperature 

Substituting Eqs. (B-15) and (B-16) into Eq. (B-14), then rearranging, 
03-19 

Dividing through by A-' mc and defining 

mc 
yields the tidy differential equation 

mc 

u = a - b u .  

B.3.2 Characteristic Time of Transient Solution 

Solving Eq. (B-19) subject to the initial condition u(t = 0) = uo , 

~ ( t )  = fi + ( uo - 5) exp (-b t )  . 
b 

This solution is the sum of a steady-state term, 

a urn = lim u(t) = - 
t+-  b '  

and an exponential term, (uo - a/b)exp(-bt) , that decays with characteristic time 

1 mc 
b 

to=-= 
A( C P ~ '  + Cq-' + Arv-' s) 

. 

Eq. (B-20) can be rewritten in terms of the steady-state temperature and the characteristic 
time: 

0 u(t) - u, = (z+, - u,) exp(-t/to). 
The extent to which the temperature has changed from its initial value to its steady-state 
value is gauged by the unit-scale, non-dimensional temperature 

03-24) 

which declines from one to zero as t goes from zero to infinity. The non-dimensional tern- 



perature falls to within 5% of its steady-state value after t = 3 to. 

To estimate a typical characteristic time for a leaf, consider a 1 g , 15 cm2 specimen in a 
2 m s-' 20 "C wind. Assuming rh = 15 sm-' , r, = 500 s rn-' r, = 100 sm-' , 

s = 
other reported leaf time constants of 10 s (Hollinger et al. 1994) and 5 to 15 s (Gates 
1980). 

kg m-3 K-' , and c = lo3 J kg-' K-' Eq. (B-22) yields to = 7 s . This agrees with 
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Appendix C: Convection and Diffusion 

This appendix presents expressions for resistances to heat convection and mass diffusion 
from ground surfaces, near-ground objects, and leaves, with attention paid the to effects of 
upstream turbulence and free convection on these resistances. Flat-plate boundary layer 
theory is found to apply poorly to flow over large ground surfaces, and alternate ways to 
determine the resistance to convection over a ground surface are discussed. 

c.1 FORCED LAMINAR FLOW OVER A FLAT PLATE 

C.l.l Nusselt and Sherwood Numbers 

A leaf may be modeled as a small, flat plate. Consider a laminar, uniform-velocity free 
stream striking the leading edge of a flat plate of length d at zero angle-of-attack. The 
forced convective heat transfer across a laminar boundary layer growing from the plate's 
leading edge is described by the length-averaged Nusselt number, 

(Pr > 0.5, Re,, < 5 x lo5). (C-1) - z d  Nud = - = 0.664Red Pr 
k 

If the plate's surface is wet, vapor diffusion across the boundary layer is given by the 
length-averaged Shenvood number, 

(C-2) Shd = h d  = 0.664Rey2 SC' '~ (Sc - 1, Re, < 5 x lo5). 
D A B  

Here 

Re, = U d / v  (C-3) 

is the Reynolds number, Pr = 0.71 is the Prandtl number, Sc = 0.60 is the Schmidt num- 
ber, h and zrn are the length-averaged convection and diffusion coefficients, k and v 
are the thermal conductivity and kinematic viscosity of air, U is the free-stream air speed, 
and Dm is the diffusivity of water vapor into air. These relations are accurate to +2% 
when applied to flat-plate flows under laboratory conditions (White 1988, p.363). 

C.1.2 Convection and Diffusion Resistances 

The resistances to convection and diffusion across the laminar boundary layer are defined 
by 

- k -  CrG:,,=h =-Nu 
d 
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and 

-1 - DAB-- rva,lam = h, = - Sh . 
d 

Evaluating air properties at STP and solving for the resistances, 

rha,1am - - 309 (d/U)'12 

and 

r,,lam - - 286 (d/U)1/2. (C-7) 

If heat or vapor is transferred from both sides of the plate-that is, across two boundary 
layers-the corresponding resistance will be halved. 

c.2 FORCED CROSSFLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

C.2.1 Nusselt Number 

The surface-averaged Nusselt number for laminar or turbulent crossflow past a long circu- 
lar cylinder of diameter D is 

Nu, = 0.3+ 0.62Reg2 Pr1l2 [ + ( Re, ,"'TI"' (Re, Pr 2 0.2) (C-8) 
[I + ( 0 . 4 / ~ r ) ~ ' ~ ] 1 ' ~  282,000 

This has an uncertainty of +30% under laboratory conditions, and may not be accurate for 
short cylinders (Churchill and Bernstein 1977). 

C.2.2 Convective Resistance 

The equivalent convective resistance may be calculated from 

k -  C r ~ ~ , = h = -  NU 
D 

or 

CD --I = - (Nu) rha,CYl k 
(C-10) 

c.3 FORCED CONVECTION VERSUS FREE CONVECTION 

C.3.1 Grashof Number 

Forced convection will be much stronger than free convection if the Grashof number 

Gr, = agd3 m/v2 (C-1 1) 
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is much less than the square of the Reynold's number, i.e. 

Grd/Re: < 0.1. 

Here a = 1/273 is the coefficient of thermal expansion for an ideal gas, g = 9.81 m is 
the acceleration due to gravity, and AT is the difference between the surface temperature 
and the fluid temperature. Evaluating the kinematic viscosity of air at STP, 

Re: = 4.39 x lo9 U 2  d2 (C-13) 

and 

Grd = 1.58 x lo8 d3 AT.  (C-14) 

Thus 

Grd/Rei = 0.036 d AT.  (C-15) 

C.3.2 Leaves 

If a 5-cm diameter leaf is 10 K warmer than the air, the ratio 

Grd/Rei = 0.018 U" 

will be less than 0.1 for U > 0.4 m s-' . Thus leaf convection will typically be forced rather 
than free. 

C.3.3 Humans 

When represented as a cylinder, the diameter of a typical 70 kg person is approximately 30 
cm. If the person's skin temperature is 10 K warmer than the air, 

Grd/Re: = 0.108 U-2 (C-17) 

will be less than 0.1 for U > 1 .O m s" . Thus convection around people will also usually be 
forced. 

C.3.4 Vehicles and Buildings 

A "cylindrical" car may have a diameter of roughly 2 m. Proceeding as for a person, 
U > 2.7 m s-* is required for forced convection to dominate over free convection. A small 

building with a 10 m diameter would require U > 6.0 m s-' to ensure the dominance of 
forced convection. Thus convection around vehicles and buildings is likely to be a combi- 
nation of free and forced convection. 

c.4 EFFECT OF UPSTREAM TURESULENCE ON TRANSFER RESISTANCES 

The upstream turbulence typical of outdoor flows has been found to decrease the convec- 
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tive and diffusive resistances of flat-plate boundary-layer flows by a factor n, , 1 5  n, I 2  , 
such that 

(C-18) 

(Pearman et al. 1972). Another study showed a similar effect on cylinder crossflow resis- 
tance (White 1988, p.347). 

C.5 FORCED TURBULENT FLOW OVER LARGE GROUND SURFACES 

Forced convective heat transfer over a large, flat, smooth, outdoor ground surface such as a 
parking lot is poorly described by Nusselt number relations for flat-plate flow. Consider a 
large blacktop surface exposed to 

S = l O O O  W m-', T,  =293 K ,  T, =283 K ,  and r, =200 s m-I. (C-19) 

If the surface temperature elevation is T, - T,  = 30 K , Eq. (A-21) predicts a ground con- 
vection coefficient 

or rh = 48 s m-' . If T, - T,  = 50 K , Eq. (A-21) predicts rh = 95 s m-' , or 

= Cr;' = 13 W m-' K-'. (C-21) 

Thus h can be expected to be on the order of 20 W m-2 K-' . 

Since a gentle 1 m s-' wind can reach the transition Reynolds number Red = 5 x lo5 after 
travelling over just 7.5 m of a flat surface, the flow over the ground can be expected to be 
quite turbulent. The Nusselt number relation for turbulent flow over a flat plate is (White 
1988, p.363) 

- Ed NUd = - = 0.037Re:'' Pr1I3 (Pr > 0.6, Re, > 5 x lo5). 
k 

Evaluating air properties at 20°C, 

rh = 7.35 d'I5 U4I5 

and 

(C-24) 

For U = 1 m s-' and d = 25 m , Eqs. (C-24) and (C-23) predict h = 87 W m-2 K-' and 
= 14 s m" . Thus, even in a mild wind, the Nusselt number relation yields an unreason- 

ably high heat transfer coefficients. Given the convective resistance predicted by Eq. (C- 
23), the aforementioned blacktop surface would achieve a surface temperature elevation of 
only T,-T, = 1 0 K .  
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Eq. (C-24) may be rearranged to extract the characteristic length d required to achieve a 
particular k :  

165 d = ( T )  U .  
\ h /  

This formula predicts that a mild wind must travel 38 km over a flat plate to yield 
h=20Wm-2K- ' !  

C.5.1 Limitations of Flat-Plate Theory 

There are at least two reasons why the Eq. (C-22) might not apply to ground surfaces. 
First, Nusselt-number relations for flat plates assume that the boundary layer begins at the 
edge of the plate. However, there is no clear leading edge at which a uniform-velocity free 
stream intersects the ground surface and from which a momentum boundary layer grows. 
Thus the streamwise length of a boundary layer may not correspond to the size of the sur- 
face. Second, frequently and significant fluctuations in the magnitude and direction of the 
wind can disrupt the boundary layer flow. 

C.5.2 Other Empirical Correlations 

Solar energy engineering handbooks frequently present dimensional convectional coeffi- 
cients of the form 

h= 5.7+3.8U, (c-m 
but these are typically based on measurements of heat loss from small (0.5 m2) solar col- 
lector plates, and do not necessarily apply to convection from large ground surfaces (Duf- 
fie and Beckman 1980, p.137). Note that Eq. (C-26) gives the right order-of-magnitude 
solution: ( E )  = 17 W m-* K-*. 

~ = 3  m s.' 

C.5.3 Practical Approach 

In the absence of other valid correlations, the ground-surface convection resistance may be 
calculated by supplying ambient conditions and an estimated dark-surface temperature to 
Eq. (A-21). One drawback is that this expression does not explicitly relate the convection 
resistance to wind speed. If wind-speed dependence is needed, it may be necessary to 
resort to the likes of Eq. (C-26), which at least appears to yield values in the correct ball- 
park. 
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Appendix D: Radiation 

This appendix presents formulas for (a) the resistance to long-wave radiative heat transfer; 
(b) the view factors between various surfaces; and (c) and the direct and diffuse short- 
wave radiations incident on various geometries. 

D.l LONG-WAVE RADIATION 

D.l.l Emissivities 

Most non-metallic surfaces have emissivities of 0.9 or higher at 20°C (White 1988, p.694) 
and thus may be approximated as black to LW radiation. Some typical long-wave emissiv- 
ities are listed in Table D- 1. 

D.1.2 Exchange From One-sided Surface to Environment 

Linearization. Consider a black, one-sided surface labelled 0 that sees N black 
exchange surfaces 1.. . N but does not see itself. Its long-wave radiative loss is 

n=I 

where os, = 5.67 x lo-* W m-2 IC4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and F,,, is the 
view factor from surface 0 to surface n . 

The difference of fourth powers in Eq. (D-1) may be linearized. Applying the binomial 
expansion 

(a + b)4 = u4 (1 + 4c + 6c2 + 4c3 + c4). 

The higher-order terms may be dropped from Eq. (D-2) when c << 1 . leaving 

c b/a . 

(a + q4 = u4 (1 + 4 4 .  

This introduces a fractional error of approximately 

6c2/4c = 3cf2. 
Defining 

A T = T , - T , ,  
the fourth-order temperature difference in Eq. (D-1) may be written 

P-3) 

@-5) 
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Substituting Eq. (D-6) into Eq. (D-l), 

where T = T, = T,.  

Radiative Temperature and Resistance. Since the surface does not see itself, 
N C F O+n = l .  

Defining the radiative temperature T, by 
N 

@-9) 
n=l 

and the radiative resistance rr by 

cr;' = 40,, T 3 ,  

-L=Cr;'(T,-T,) .  

Eqs. (D-8) through (D-10) may be substituted into Eq. (D-7) to obtain 

The LW radiative gain may now be written in the form of Eq. (A-1), 

L=Crr-'(T,-T,). 

D.1.3 Exchange From Two-sided Surface to Environment 

If a surface is flat (so that is does not see itself) and both of its sides exchange radiation 
with the environment, its LW gain will be 

L=cr;l(T,l  -T,)+crr-l(q2-T,). P13) 

where T,, and T,2 are the radiative temperatures on each side of the surface as defined by 
Eq. (D-9). If the radiative resistance and temperature are redefined by 

cr;' = So,, T3, P14) 
and 

T, = +(TI + T2) 9 P15) 

the LW radiative gain of this two-sided surface may be written in the one-sided form of 
Eq. (D-12). 

D.1.4 Linearization Errors 

Given surface temperatures on the order of 300 K, Q. (D-6) is accurate to within 10% for 
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temperature differences up to 20 K, and to within 30% for temperature differences up to 
50 K. By comparison, common correlations used to estimate convective exchange carry 
uncertainties of +30% (White 1988, p.362). Also, the exact value of T employed in Eq. 
(D-10) is not critical because the fractional change of T’ with temperature, 

d T 3 / d T  - 3T2 3 --=- T 3  3F3 T ’  
is only 1% per Kelvin at 300 K. 

D.1.5 View Factors 

Near-ground radiative exchanges typically involve three surfaces: the ground plane, the 
sky plane, and the near-ground object, such as a tree, person, vehicle, or building. Here 
trees will be modeled as cones, while people, vehicles, and buildings will be approximated 
by cylinders. Let subscripts s , g , and 0 denote the ground, sky, and object. The object is 
infinitely smaller than the ground and sky planes, so 

F,,, = = 1. 

Also, since the curved surfaces of cones and cylinders are convex and thus do not see 
themselves, 

FO-tg + F,,, = 1. (1218) 
By symmetry, the view factors from the curved surface of a cylinder to the ground and sky 
are equal, so Eq. (D-18) yields 

Fcyl+g = Fcyl+s = 3 * 019) 
The view factor from the curved surface of a vertical, upward-pointing, right-circular cone 
of radius 4 and height H, to the sky is 

F,,,,, = + (1 + cos a) 9 

where a is the cone’s angle of elevation given by 

tana = El,/&. 021) 
This view factor was not found in the literature, and has been derived in Section E.2.1. 

D.1.6 Sky Emissivity and Sky Temperature 

The sky emissivity E, relates the LW radiative sky temperature T, to the near-ground air 
temperature T,  by 
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or 

023 114 T , = E ,  T, .  
One of many empirical correlations for the sky emissivityi is (Campbell 1977, p.57) 

024) 117 E, = 1 . 5 6 ~ ~ ~  . 

D.2 SHORT-WAVE RADIATION 

D.2.1 Areal Direct Radiation 

Incident Radiation. The areal (area-integrated) direct solar radiation ji received by 
some sunlit surface A is 

A 

where n is the inward-facing surface normal and I is the insolation vector that points 
from the sun to the Earth. 

Solar Flux Density. The intensity of insolation normal to the sun’s rays IN = I I I may be 
computed from the measured horizontal-surface insolation IH via 

I~ sin p = (I - 6)  I ~ ,  0%) 
where 6 - 0.2 is the fraction of IH that is diffuse in origin (White 1988, p.508). The solar 
altitude p is given by 

cosp=sinZsind+cosZcosdcosh, Pn 
where Z is the latitude angle, d is the solar declination angle, and h is the solar hour 
angle (ASHRAE 1985, p.30.3). 

Absorbed Radiation. The areal SW radiation actually absorbed by the surface is 

j = (1 - a())$, PB 
where a, is the surface’s albedo. Some typical albedos are presented in Table D- 1 .  

D.2.2 Direct Flux Incident on a Cone 

The areal direct solar flux incident upon a vertical, upward-pointing, right-circular cone of 

t. Campbell’s expression has been converted from centimeter-gram-second units to SI. 
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radius 4 and height H, is 

(1 - 6) ZH 7L %” P>a ii ={  
(l- ‘)‘H %‘ [(.- 40) + P < a ’ 

where 

and 

The sunlit area is 

cos@, = tanp/tana 

a = arCtan(H,/R()). 

The derivations of ii and Asun are presented in Section E. 1.1. 

D.2.3 Direct Flux Incident on a Cylinder 

The areal direct solar flux incident on a vertical, right-circular cylinder of radius 4 and 
height H, is 

ii = ( 1 - s ) I , [ n g + 2 H o ~ c 0 t p ] .  PQ 
The first term of the sum is the area of the cylinder top, and the second is the area of the 
shadow cast by the cylinder’s side wall. This derivation may be found in Section E. 1.2. 

D.2.4 Areal Diffuse Flux 

The areal diffuse solar flux from the sky plane s to an surface 0 is simply 

ii =SIHAsF,, ,=6ZHA,F, , , ,  PW 
where e+, and F,,, are the view factors from sky to surface and from surface to sky, 
related by the reciprocity rule 

A A *  =44+1- 0 3 5 )  
As before, the absorbed radiation 
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Surface Albedo Emissivity 

Leaves 0.28-0.34 0.94-0.99 
~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 

Forests, deciduous 0.15-0.20 0.97-0.98 

Forests, coniferous 0.05-0.15 0.97-0.99 

Grasses 0.16-0.26 0.90-0.95 

Soils 0.05-0.40 0.90-0.98 

Asphalt 0.05-0.20 0.95 

Concrete 0.10-0.35 I 0.71-0.90 

Brick 0.20-0.40 0.90-0.92 I I 
Paint, white 0.50-0.90 0.85-0.95 

Paint, red, brown, green 0.20-0.35 0.85-0.95 

Paint, black 0.02-0.15 0.90-0.98 

Human skin, white 0.35 0.98 

I 0.98 I I Humanskin,black I 0.18 

Table D-1. Typical albedos and long-wave emissivities of common surfaces (Oke 1978 
and Monteith 1973). 
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Appendix E: Geometric Aspects of Radiation 

This appendix presents lengthy derivations of expressions for (a) the direct solar flux inci- 
dent on various surfaces, and (b) the view factors between various surfaces. 

E.1 DIRECT SHORT-WAVE RADIATION FLUX INCIDENT ON VARIOUS 
SHAPES 

E.l.l Right Circular Cone 

Surface Equation. The equation of an upward-pointing right circular cone of height H,  
and radius 4 is 

z = &(1- r/&> Y (E- 1 ) 

or, expressed in the form G(r ,z )  = constant , 

(E-2) 4 
4 

G ( r , z ) = H 0  =Z+-r=Z+rtma,  

where a = arctan(H,/&) is the cone’s angle of elevation. The inward surface normal vec- 
tor 

V G -  e,tana+e, 
IVGl 

n=--- 
(1 + tan2 a)*12 * 

03-31 

Insolation Vector. Let p be the solar altitude angle. Since the cone is axially symmetric, 
the insolation vector I may arbitrarily be oriented parallel to the x-z plane: 

I = lN (-ex cos p - e, sin p) 

e, = e, cos0 - e, sine 

I = ZN (e, sinecos p - e, cosocos p - e, sin p) . 

(E+ 

The coordinate transform 

(E-5) 

03-61 
yields 

Flux. The flux is the dot product of the insolation and surface-normal vectors, 

tana cosj? cos0+sinp I - n = I ,  
(1 + tan2 a)112 Y 05-71 



and the areal direct radiation incident on the cone is 

where A is the base area below the illuminated fraction of the cone, and do is the curved 
surface area differential 

The illuminated curved surface area is 

A 

Range of Polar Angles Illuminated. The flux integrand 

I e n do = ZN (tana cosp cos8 + sinp) Y dr d e  (E-1 1) 

vanishes at some angle 8 = 8, where tan a cos p cos 0, + sin p = 0 , or 

case, = -tanp/tancr:. @-la 

cose, must be greater or equal to -1 , and since a and p are each between 0 and n/2 , 
-tan P/tan a will be less than or equal to 0 . Thus -1 5 cos 8,s 0,  n/2 I 8,s n , and the 
maximum solar altitude p for which there exists some 8, at which the flux vanishes is 
given by 

tanpi tma = -case, = 1 

or 

p = a  F-14) 

Thus, if p > a , the flux never vanishes, but if p e a , there exists some angle 8, satisfy- 
ing Eq. (E-12). Since cos(-8,) = cos(8,), the flux will also vanish at -e,, and thus the 
cone is illuminated only for polar angles -0, < 9 e 8,. 

Effect of Solar Altitude on Areal Flux and Illuminated Area. Integrating ji and B 
yields 

for p>a,and 

(E-13 

(E-16) 

(E-17) 
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= 6* (1 + tan2 a)"2 
for p c a  

Horizontal Surface Insolation. This quantity can be more compactly expressed in terms 
of ZH , the flux incident on a horizontal surface. If some fraction (1 - 6) of ZH is direct, 
the cosine law gives 

(1 - S)Z, = IN sinp . 
Substituting Eq. (E-19) into Eqs. (E-15) and (E-17), 

P>a 
p e a (1 - 6) ZH %' [e, + sin 0, tana cot P]  

Tkigonome tric Simplifications. Subs ti tu ting 

sin 6, tan a cot p = sin 6, (tan P/tan a)-' = - sin 6, /cos 0, = - tan 6, g-21) 
into Eq. (E-20), 

Since 8, has the awkward range n/2 5 0,s n , define 

@, = n - e, 

COS@, =  COS(^ - e,) = -case, = tanp/tana 

which has the range 0 I @, I n/2. Then 

and 

ofi>a = (n - @,)%' (1 + tan2 a y 2 .  
Substituting 

and 

6 0  = ~ - @ o  

into Eqs. (E-22), the total direction insolation on the cone is 

(1 - S)zHK&2 

(1-6)1,%'[(7C-@o)+tan@o] 
si = 
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The sunlit area is 

E.1.2 Right Circular Cylinder 

Consider a vertical, right-circular cylinder of height H, and radius I?, . All of i s top wall, 
half of its side wall, and none of its bottom wall will be directly sunlit. The area-integrated 
insolation on the top is simply 

On its side wall, the inward-facing surface normal is 

n = -e,, 

I n = IN cospcos0. 

which combined with Eq. (E-6) yields the flux integrand 

Integrating Eq. (E-32) over the sunlit half of the side wall, 
F-32) 

$wail = 7 T I N  cosp cos0 4 d6dz = 2 H, R,, IN cos/?. F-33) 
z=o e=-lr/2 

Summing the contributions to the top and side, 
* A  si = + = sinp[n g + 2 ~ ,  I?, cot p].  @-3) 

ij =(l-s)IH[a%‘+2H,I?,cotp].  F-33 

Applying the cosine law substitution from Eq. (E-19), 

E.2 GEOMETRIC VIEW FACTORS 

E.2.1 View Factor From a Cone to The Sky 

Mapping of Disk to Plane. Consider a right circular cone of radius R,, and height Ho 
that rests on ground plane g . Place in plane g a disk d of radius R, concentric with the 
base of the cone. As the disk radius R, 3 = , the disk becomes the ground plane. The 
view factor? from the cone’s curved surface c to the ground g is 

= R,+- lim c+d @-39 

7. The view factor from surface A to surface B is the fraction of radiant energy leaving surface A 
that reaches surface B. 
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and the view factor from the cone's curved surface to the sky plane, above the cone and 
parallel to g is 

F,,, = l - F C + g .  @-V 

View Factor From Disk To Cone. An earlier paper? (Kobyshev et al. 1976) has calcu- 
lated 

where 

and 

r = Rl/R, 

Behavior as Disk Radius Grows Infinite. Note that as the disk radius Rl -+ 00, r -+ 
but h and k remain finite and positive. The view factor reciprocity rule 

, 

Ad Fd- tc  = c + d  

yields the view factor from the cone to the disk, 
E-43) 

KR; Fd+c = k- 1 2  r Fd jc. = = - 
A C  ;2&' k 

Thus 

and the view factor from the cone'to the sky is 
2 e,, = 1 - = 1 - lim Y &+. 

r - w  

-f. InRussian! 
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Substituting Eq. (E-42) into Eq. (E-38) and rearranging, 

Defining 

1 

- n ( k  - 1 )  - - 2kr2  arctan(=l) 
2 r2 - 1  

r2 + h2 
r - 1  

( r2  - I ) ' ' ~  
k 

arctan 2 

(n k)-* 

and 

Eq. (E-47) can be rewritten 
r 

l$+c = (n k)-I 
L 

Rearranging, 
r r  

b(r) = k-' ( r2 - 1)'" , 

arctan, -11 r2 + h2 
2 

(1 + h2/r2)  
1 arctan b - E ] } .  

2 

Define 

and 

such that 

fi =.[-- n arctana arctanb n 
4 ( 1 - r  -2,1.x' [ (1-r -2)  -TI7 

h2 arctan b 
L = k -  [ ( 1 - r - 2 )  1. 

g = r -2 ,  

(E-53) 

@-a) 

(E-55) 
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but 

Applying L‘H6pital’s rule and a great deal of algebra, 

Substituting Eqs. (E-59) and (E-57) into Eq. (E-56) and then into Eq. (E-45), 

-1 z 1 - k  
[,(,,.;(E)]= 

1 - k + h 2 .  
2 k 2  

= lim 4c jd = ( n k )  
r+- 

As defined in Eq. (E-41), h2 = k2 - 1 ,  so 

1 - k +  k2 - 1 k -  1 =- 
2 k2 2 k  L d  = 

and 

F , , , = I - F , + , = +  ( 1+k- l )  . 

Since h = Ho/& is the tangent of the cone’s angle of elevation a, 

k = 4 3  = d x  = l/cosa 
Thus the view factor from the cone’s curved surface to the sky is simply 

F, ,~ = +(1+ cosa) 

Limiting Cases. Checking this result in two limiting cases, Eq. (E-64) predicts 

iim F, ,, = [ I  + COS(O)] = 1 
a+O 

as the cone’s surface becomes horizontal and 

lime,, =+[~+cos(I)]=+ 
a+- 

as the cone’s surface becomes vertical. 

E.2.2 View Factor From A Conical or Cylindrical Wedge To The Sky 

The view factor to the sky plane from a vertical wedge of an axially-symmetric, vertical 
object such as a cone or cylinder can be shown to equal the view factor of entire object to 
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the sky plane. Let subscripts 0 ,  w , and s denote the object, wedge, and sky. By symme- 
try5 

and by reciprocity, 

and 

As L o  = A, &I-+, - @-@I 
Combining Eqs. (E-67) through (E-69); the view factor from the wedge to the sky 

05-70> 

equals the view factor from the object to the sky. 
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Appendix F: Thermal Boundary Layers 

F.l THERMAL LAW OF THE WALL 

Van Driest’s thermal law of the wall indicates that turbulent eddy diffusion of heat in a 
thermal boundary layer over the ground is negligible within a very thin sublayer next to 
the ground. Above that thin sublayer, the air’s turbulent eddy diffusivity is large compared 
to its molecular thermal diffusivity, growing linearly with distance from the ground 
(White, p.3 17). Therefore, to vertically transport a steady flow of heat away from the 
ground, the air must exhibit a large temperature gradient in the low-diffusivity sublayer 
near the ground, and a much smaller, linearly-decreasing temperature gradient in the 
region away from the ground. This linear decrease in temperature gradient is the basis of 
the logarithmic profile usually assumed for the variation of air temperature with height 
above ground. 

F.2 AMBIGUITY IN THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER HEIGHT 

There is some ambiguity in the definition of a near-ground thermal boundary layer. While, 
for example, the air temperature gradient is much smaller at a height of 1 m than it is 
within the first centimeter or so above the ground, there is no obvious height at which the 
thermal free stream begins. It will be assumed here that there is some height above the 
ground at which horizontal mixing of the air renders the air temperature insensitive to 
changes in the ground temperature that are restricted to a finite ground region. Thus, the 
air temperature will equal the ground temperature at the ground surface, will drop rapidly 
within a short sublayer above the ground, and will decline gradually above that sublayer, 
eventually reaching the free-stream temperature at the top of the boundary layer. 

F.3 ONE-SEVENTH POWER LAW APPROXIMATION 

A common formula for the temperature profile above a wall is the one-seventh power law 
(Kays & Crawford 1993, p.280): 

( z  c 1) 

(Figure F-1). Here 
temperature, A is the boundary layer thickness, Z = z/A is the normalized distance from 
the ground, and 8 is the normalized temperature. Note that 6(Z = 0) = 0 corresponds to 
the ground temperature, and 6(Z = 1) = 1 corresponds to the free-stream air temperature. 

is the wall (ground) surface temperature, T, is the free-stream air 

The dimensional air temperature at height h = Po/A is 

T,  =T,+[T,-T,][1-6(h)]. 
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The one-seventh-power profile is a convenient engineering approximation to the law of 
the wall. It has a large gradient at the ground, 

deldil-  z=o ==, 

and a small gradient at the free-stream interface, “far” from the ground: 

dB/d5/s=1 = 4 
(Figure F-2). 

F.4 DAMPING OF EFFECT OF GROUND TEMPERATURE CHANGE 

The combination of a large temperature gradient near the ground and a free-stream tem- 
perature that is insensitive to changes in ground temperature makes the air temperature 
increasingly insensitive to changes in ground temperature as the height above ground 
increases. Using the arbitrary but popular temperature profile of Eq. (F-1), 
1 - f3y=o,2 = 0.21 . Considering the definition of dimensional air temperature in Eq. (F-2), 
this result indicates that the change in air temperature at a height one-fifth that of the 
boundary layer will be only 21% of the change at the ground surface. 

Integrating Eq. (F-1), the mean normalized air temperature averaged between the wall and 
some normalized height h is 

h < l  

h > l  
(F-5) 

(Figure F-2). Dimensionally, 

= T, + [ T,  - T,] [ 1 - qq]. 
The height-averaged air temperature is only slightly more sensitive than the air tempera- 
ture to changes in ground temperature. From Eq. (F-3, 1 - &o.2 = 0.3 1 . This means that 
the change in air temperature averaged between the ground and one-fifth of the boundary 
layer height will be only 31% of the change at the ground surface. 

F.5 SENSITIVITY TO BOUNDARY LAYER HEIGHT 

Physical intuition is required in the choice of A .  However, the magnitude of the height- 
averaged air temperature change induced by a given change in ground temperature is 
weakly sensitive to assumptions of boundary layer thickness. Consider a 1.7-m human in a 
10-m-high boundary layer (Z  = 0.17). An 10 K decrease in the ground temperature will 

lower the human’s average ambient air temperature by (1 - 6f=o,,,) x 10 K = 3.2 K . If the 

boundary layer height is increased to 100 m, so that Z = 0.017, the 10 K decrease in 
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ground temperature will lower the human’s average ambient air temperature by 

(1 - ~~=,,,,,) x 10 K = 5.1 K . Thus a tenfold increase in the boundary layer height 
increases the change in the human’s average air temperature by a factor of just 1.6. 
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Figure F-1. One-seventh-power temperature profiles used to approximate the thermal 
boundary layer air temperature [Eq. (F-l)]. O(Z) is the normalized air temperature at 

height Z = z/A , while G(Z) is the normalized air temperature averaged between the 
ground plane and height .Z . 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
z =z/A 
- 

Figure F-2. Gradient of the one-seventh-power normalized air temperature profile, 
dO/dZ [(Eq. (F-3)]. Note that the derivative is very large near the ground, but falls rapidly 
with height above ground. 
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Appendix G: Properties of Air and Water I 

G.l CONSTANT PROPERTIES 

At standard temperature and pressure, the volumetric heat capacity of air, latent heat of 
vaporization of water, and the psychrometric constant are 

c = (pP) a l C  , = 1210 J m" K-*, (G-1) 

k = 2454 x lo3 J kg-' K-' 

y = C/k = 4.93 1 x lo4 kg m-3 K-I . 

(G-2) 
and 

((3-3) 

C and k vary negligibly near 20°C (0.3% and 0.1% per degree Kelvin, respectively), so 
C , A ,  and y may be treated as constants. 

6.2 VARIABLE PROPERTIES 

Water's saturation vapor pressure is approximately (Campbell 1977, p.22) 

p : ( ~ )  = io3 exp(a - b/  T - c In T )  , (G-4) 

(G-5) 

where 

a = 52.75633, b = 6790.4985, c = 5.02808 
and its saturation vapor density is 

P:(T) = * - - ep: (T) /T ,  e = 1/461.8. (G-6) 

The slope of the saturation vapor density curve is 

The saturation density curve is not linear, but may be treated as such for small changes in 
water temperature: 

A d  =P:(T)-P:(T,)=s(T,)x(T -6)- (G-8) 
At 2OoC, the linearized density increase on the right side of Eq. (G-8) is about 12% low for 
a 5°C temperature rise and about 23% low for a rise of 10°C. It is best to evaluate the 
slope s at the mean temperature +( T,  + T,) , but often only one temperature (usually the 
air temperature) is known a priori. In that case, it is convenient to use 

sa =s(T, ) .  (G-9) 
in Eq. (G-8). 
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Appendix H: Water Relations of Plants 

H.l OVERVIEW 

Water evaporating inside a leaf diffuses through surface pores (stomata) and into the air. 
This process is termed evapotranspiration, and nearly all of the water consumed by plants 
is lost to stomatal evapotranspiration. Thus, the water relations of a tree are strongly con- 
trolled by the dynamics of (a) the opening and closing of stomata, and (b) the availability 
of water to the leaves. 

H.2 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, AND PLANT SURVIVAL 

From the perspective of plant survival, evapotranspirative water losses are simply an 
unfortunate side effect of stomatal behavior patterns that are optimized to maximize pho- 
tosynthesis. That is, when plants open their stomatal pores in sunlight to admit carbon 
dioxide for photosynthesis, the pore openings permit water vapor to escape from the leaf 
interior. Only a small fraction of water intake is employed in plant growth; the remainder, 
about 95%, is lost to evapotranspiration. Evaporative cooling of the leaves surfaces is ben- 
eficial, but not crucial to plant survival (Kramer 1983, pp.292-293). 

Photosynthesis consumes only 2-3% of the total radiation incident on a leaf, and thus may 
be neglected in the leaf energy balance (Kramer 1983, p.297). 

H.3 STOMATA AND VAPOR DIFFUSION 

H.3.1 Stomatal Mechanics 

Opening. A low concentration of carbon dioxide within the leaf, or exposure of the leaf to 
sunlight, triggers a chemical processt that lowers the water potentialS of the leaf's epider- 
mal guard cells. This causes the cells to take up water, swell, and thereby deform in a fash- 
ion that opens the intercellular voids known as stomatal pores. Whether it is sunlight or a 
low carbon-dioxide level that triggers the opening of stomata is a long-debated and still 
open topic of plant physiology. However, very little insolation is needed; stomata begin to 
open in f.fo00 to 3.j, of full sunlight (Salisbury and Ross 1985, pp.58-63). 

Closing. Stomata close when the water potential of the guard cells is higher than that of 
the rest of the plant, driving water out of the leaf toward regions of lower potential. This 

t. Potassium ions (K') move from surrounding cells into the guard cells, increasing the guard 
cells' solute concentration and lowering their osmotic potential. The biochemical mechanism 
that drives the ion motion is complex (Salisbury and Ross 1985, pp. 60-63). 

$. The water potential is the chemical potential of water (J mol-') divided by its partial molar vol- 

ume ( m3 mol.') . It has units of pressure. 
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causes the guard cells to dry out, lose turgor, and collapse the walls that provided the inter- 
cell void. Dry-out may be triggered chemically-that is, when high levels of CO, in the 
leaf or the absence of light increases the guard cell water potential-r mechanically, 
when the rest of the plant dries out and achieves a water potential lower than that of the 
guard cells. 

H.3.2 Effect of Negative Water Potential on Vapor Pressure 

The negative water potentials associated with stomatal opening have little effect on leaf 
water vapor pressure. Transpiring leaves with typical water potentials of - 1 .O to -5.0 MPa 
will exhibit vapor pressure reductions of only 1-3% (Kramer 1983, p.299). 

H.3.3 Dominance of Stomatal Resistance 

The resistance to vapor diffusion from the interior of a leaf to the air is the sum of the sto- 
matal pore resistance, rvs , and the boundary-layer resistance, r, : 

- .  

r, = r, + r, . (8-1) 
The stomatal resistance is low when the stomatal pores are open and high when they are 
closed, varying from about 100 - 4,000 s m" . Typical boundary layer resistances range 
from about 10 - 40 s m-' , increasing with leaf size and decreasing with wind speed 
(Cowan 1977, p.216). Thus the vapor diffusion from the leaf to the air is usually controlled 
by the stomatal resistance. 

H.4 COUPLING OF WATER AVAILABILITY TO LEAF 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

H.4.1 Role of Water Availability in Steady-State Analysis 

As leaves evapotranspire water, the leaf moisture lost to the air must be resupplied from 
the stem system, and the stem, in turn, must draw moisture from the soil via the roots. If 
the soil, roots, stem, and finally leaves dry out, evapotranspiration will cease. Most plants 
have evolved a negative-feedback mechanism to prevent leaf dryout: when the stem water 
potential falls below that of the leaves, the leaves' epidermal guard cells deflate and col- 
lapse, closing the stomata and thereby reducing the rate of evapotranspiration. While the 
steady-state wet-surface analysis in Section A.5 does not account explicitly for the avail- 
ability of water to the leaf, the steady-state rate of latent heat loss does depend on the sto- 
matal resistance to vapor diffusion, which in turn depends on the water availability. 

H.4.2 Diurnal Patterns of Stomatal Resistance 

Wet Soil. Consider a tree with unlimited soil moisture. At night, when stomata are closed 
by darkness and little heat is available to evaporate water, leaf evapotranspiration is low to 
non-existent. This allows the roots, stem, and leaves to fully charge themselves with soil 
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water overnight. As the sun rises, the stomata open for photosynthesis, and the leavc 
begin to lose water to the air. As the transpiring leaves draw from the stem, the stem 
water from the roots, and the roots draw water from the soil. The rate of evapotranspj 
increases as the ambient air temperature rises and the sun climbs higher in the sky. If 
evapotranspires water faster than it can be replenished from the soil-root-stem syste 
leaf will begin to wilt and its stomata will begin to close. This type of stomatal clos 
commonly observed in the late morning (Salisbury and Ross 1985, p.61). 

Once the stomata close and the evapotranspiration rate falls, the rate of water supplj 
the soil-root-stem system may exceed the rate of leaf water loss to the air. If so, the 
will regain its turgor and reopen its stomata in what is known as a mid-day recovery. 
the stomata will remain closed all afternoon. When the sun sets, the cycle will begin 

In the typical night-day cycle outlined above, stomatal resistance will be very high i 
night, low in the early morning, and increase sharply by late morning. If the plant rec 
its leaf turgor, the stomatal resistance will fall again by mid-day. If not, resistance M 

remain elevated all afternoon. As the sun sets, the resistance will return to its nighttj 
high. 

Dry Soil. If soil moisture is somewhat limited, the roots, stem, and leaves may be u 
to fully charge themselves with water overnight. Thus, the leaves may wilt early in tl 
and remain wilted until nighttime, yielding high daytime stomatal resistances. Long 
ods of extremely limited soil moisture will kill most plants. 
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Appendix I: Measurement and Data Analysis 
Techniques 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

Useful techniques acquired in the course of the lysimeter experiment include (a) the calcu- 
lation of evapotranspiration rates from a noisy mass signal; (b) the estimation of canopy 
leaf area; and (c) the mutual calibration of air temperature sensors. 

1.2 CALCULATING THE RATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

1.2.1 Wind Noise in First Derivative 

The simplest way to calculate the rate of evapotranspiration E is to take the finite-differ- 
ence approximation to the first derivative of the mass signal, riz : 

Lift forces generated by wind flowing around the tree introduce high-frequency random 
noise of some magnitude n in its measured mass, suggesting that the time interval At  
should be chosen to make A rn >> n . This can require large values of At  that make the cal- 
culated evapotranspiration time series quite crude. If, for example, the tree loses approxi- 
mately 200 g of water per hour, and the magnitude of the wind noise is 20 g, the time 
interval At required to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio Am/n = 5 would be one half-hour. 
This represents a great loss of information when the mass signal was measured once per 
second. 

1.2.2 Moving Average Equivalent to Long-Period Finite Difference 

Another option would be to take a moving average of the short-interval finite-differences 
derivative, but this turns out to be equivalent to a finite-difference derivative calculated 
using the end points of the moving average interval. The moving average of riz over the 
long interval (2 N + 1) ( A t )  centered at ti is 

where the finite-difference derivative over the short interval 

mi = (mi - m,-l) /At .  

At  is 

(1-3) 
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Since all but the end terms in the expanded summation of Eq. (1-2) cancel, i.e. 

= (mi+N - m i - N - 1 ) / ( A t > 7  

the moving average reduces to 

- mi+N -mi-N- l  
(‘)i - ( 2 N + 1 ) ( A t )  . (1-5) 

This is simply the finite-difference derivative calculated over the interval (2 N + l ) ( A t )  
centered at ti. 

1.2.3 Sampling Frequency Too Low For Fourier Transforms 

It would be better to remove the random noise from the mass signal, then take the finite- 
difference approximation with a small time interval. Several types of Fourier-transform- 
based filters explored for this purpose gave unsatisfactory results, possibly because the 
original mass sampling rate of 1 Hz was less than twice the highest frequency of the wind 
noise. However, the next algorithm, designed to remove noise in a time series’ first deriva- 
tive by reducing the value of its second derivative, was found to work very well. 

1.2.4 Iterative Linear Filter: “Maximum Smoothness” 

Random noise in a time series y, = y( t , )  can lead to wild fluctuations in the finite differ- 
ence approximation of the time series’ first derivative, 

The “maximum smoothness” algorithm is a linear filter that generates a less-noisy time 
series z, that approximates yn but has a smaller second derivative, and thus a more 
slowly-varying first derivative. This algorithm is computationally inexpensive and may be 
iterated many times to yield a very smooth time series. 

Consider a time series y,  , n = 1.. . N , with constant time step h = tn - tn-l . The finite dif- 
ference approximation to the second derivative of the time series is 

Writing y, in terms of its neighbors y,-* and Y , + ~  and its second derivative yn 



Let E be a small positive fraction such that E <<1. Define a new time series 

(1-9) 

that approximates yn but has a smaller second derivative. Substituting Eq. (1-7) into Eq. 
(1-91, 

(I-10) 

The new time series value z, is the weighted average of y,  and the value at time -f, that 
would be linearly interpolated from neighboring values yn-, and yz+l . For completeness, 
define 

21 = Yl 

and 

Iteration. This process may be repeated. Defining 

2," = y, 7 

the time series generated by the ig iteration 

(I-11) 

(I-13) 

Each series is calculated from the values of its immediate predecessor. 

1.3 ESTIMATION OF CANOPY LEAF AREA 

1.3.1 Procedure 

The canopy's complex geometry and the wide variation of leaf sizes precluded estimation 
of total leaf area by the sampling of a small section of the canopy, so the tree was defoli- 
ated at the end of the experiment to obtain its total leaf areat. The leaf area was estimated 
as follows: 

1. All leaves were stripped from the tree, placed in airtight plastic bags, and weighed. 
2. A randomly-chosen subset of 100 leaves was weighed. 
3. Each member of the subset was placed on a flatbed computer scanner and scanned in 

black-and-white at a resolution of 50 dots per inch. Leaves registered as black pixels. 
4. The number of black pixels in each leaf image was divided by 2,500 to obtain the 

leaf's area in square inches. 

T. And the leaves grew back the following spring, despite that fact that the tree was an evergreen. 
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5. The area of the entire canopy was estimated as 

The scans also yielded the distribution of areas in the random subset of leaves. 

1.3.2 Results 

The canopy leaf statistics are given in Table 1-1, and the leaf area distribution is shown in 
Figure I- 1. 

1.4 MUTUAL CALIBRATION OF AIR TEMPERATURE SENSORS 

1.4.1 Procedure 

Four shielded, aspirated thermocouples were mutually calibrated by connecting the inlet 
of each sensor to a pipe assembly that joined all sensors to the same air source. Identical 
0.5 m lengths of white PVC piping ran from each sensors to the air source, and the piping 
was shaded to minimize solar heating of the air as it flowed through the pipe. Each sensor 
(Figure 6-4) was oriented vertically to expose all four sensors to similar insolation. Air 
temperature readings were recording day and night for one week. 

1.4.2 Results 

At night, the spread in sensor readings was less than 0.3 K, but daytime differences ran 
from 0.5 to 2 IS. The difference between the temperatures recorded by each pair of sensors 
showed rapid random noise of magnitude 0.2 - 1 .O K superimposed on a slow, repeating 
diurnal signal that slowly varied from approximately 0.2 K to 1.5 K. The diurnal tempera- 
ture difference profiles were quite sensitive to the orientation of the sensors. That is, if a 
sensor was skewed from vertical, its pattern of solar heating would change. 

1.4.3 Calibration by Fogt 

When nighttime fog settled on the experimental site, all thermocouples t h o s e  in the air 
temperature sensors, and those attached to the undersides of canopy leaves-would regis- 
ter the same temperature to within 0.3 K. This suggests that the uniform temperatures 
induced by the high tRermal diffusivity of fogs provides an easy way to mutually calibrate 
thermocouples, at least within the small range of temperatures provided by fog (at this 
site, fog temperatures fell in the range of 283 to 288 IS.) 

t. Or, “Berkeley by Night.” 
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1.4.4 Conclusions 

The susceptibility of the shielded, aspirated thermocouples to orientation-dependent solar 
heating made it difficult to mutually calibrate their daytime readings to accuracies better 
than +1 K. Experiments that report outdoor temperature difference measurements of 1 K 
or less should be regarded with caution unless the sensors’ insensitivity to solar heating 
has been demonstrated. 
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Total-canopy leaf mass 3.6 kg 

Total-canopy leaf area 6.9 m2 

1 Number of leaves in canopy I 4,800 I 
Average leaf mass 0.76 g 

Average leaf area 14.4 cm2 

Table 1-1. Canopy leaf statistics. 
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Figure 1-1. Area distribution of 100 leaves randomly chosen from the tree’s canopy. 
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Appendix J: Computer Code 

The following Mathematica 3.0 code computes the heat flows of a' near-ground object and 
of a tree. 
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Near-Ground-Objec t Sensitivity Computation Engine 

(* Constants. Air properties are evaluated at 2OoC and 1 atm. *) 

c = 1210; 
v = 1.508x10-5; 
k = 2.563X10-2; 
Pr = 0.712; 

= 5.67x10-8; 

(* IN is the beam-normal magnitude of the solar flux density. *) 

(* Cylinder properties, unsubscrigted. *) 

(* Ground properties, denoted with subscript g. *) 
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If [evaluateGroundResistance, rh,g = -1 C ; 

ib 
rr.g 

rr,g + rh,g 
rig = ; 

re,g = rh,p.r)gi 

(* Sensitivities. *) 

(* R e t u r n  values. *) 

indepVars = { a. , A, rh,, } ; 
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sensitivities[degVar-Symbol, indegVars-] := 
Module [ 
{Yl ? 

y = compute [depVar, False] ; 
Return[compute[ (B#y&)  /@ indepvars] ] ; 

1 

sensitivities[degVars-List, indepvars-] := 
sensitivities[#, indegVars]& /@ depVars 
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Tree Heat-Mass Balance Calculation Engine 

(* Constant physical properties. *) 

(* Conversion factors to SI. *) 

zeroC = 273.15; 
gramPerHour = (3600 * lOOO)-l; 

(* Assumed values. *) 

6 = 0 . 2 ;  
at = 1.5; 
a, = 0 . 2 ;  
a. = 0 .2 ;  

(* Constant measured values. *) 

dleaf = 4.3 x ; 
Ho = 1.7; 
Ro = 0 . 5 ;  
A[O] = 6.9; 

(* Time-varying measured values. *) 

hrl00 
{t, Ta, h,, In, U , & [ O ] ,  T=,m} = subs[(time, airTemp+zeroC, -, 

100 
sun, speed, A x  evap x gramPerHour, sunny + zeroC, mass}, rec] ; 

(*. Solar properties. *) 

taol = tso1,calc [tl; 
hsol = FractionalPart [tsol] x 24: 
B = Pcalc[tl; 
If [ P  < 0 ,  P = 01; 

(* Air properties. *) 
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(*  Sky properties. i) 

eS = 1.56 pval/'; 
Ts = SS1l4 Ta; 

(* Ground properties. *) 

(* Leaf properties. *) 

1 

rva = x286  

1/2 
($5) ; 

1/2 
($25) ; 

(* Tree properties. *) 

regions = {B, W ,  I}; 

HO 
Ro 

a = ArcTan[ -1 ; 

1 

2 
Fwg = 1 - FW+S ; 

FW+= - ( l + C o s [ a ] ) ;  
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mction[n, B[n] = (1 - ao)  Bi [nl] /@ regions; 

O[OI = P l u s  M (-ction[n, B[n]] /@ regions); 

Function [n, & [a] = q ( ~ [ n ]  c rr-l (T, [PI - 
6- L O ]  = Plus (mction[n, [a] 1 /C regions) ; 

+ B 11x1 ) ] /@ regions; 

Function[n. E[=] =ii[n] +&[PI -s[n]] /@Apgend[regions, 01; 

FuPction[n, 6[n] = g[n] +c[n]]  /@Ap~end[regions, 01; 

53 tnl 
A [=I 

Function[n, =[n] = -1 /@Append[regions, 01; 

Function[n, H[n] = -1 /@Apgend[regions, 01; 
f [PI 

A [nl 
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Function[n, T[n] = 'Pa + (Air11 C ) - l  a ( L [ n ]  - rlhInI)]  /@ 

DeleteCases[regions, I]; 

(* Stomatal resistance. *) 

(* Bowea Ratio *) 

(* Tree-induced changes in 
heat flow to capopy air and near-ground air. *) 

f, = 0 . 5 ;  

(* Return value of submitted expression. *) 

Return [exgr] 

1 
Miscellaneous Physical Functions 

I Solar Properties 
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EgnOfTime 
Interpolation [ 

{ 
(218, -5.8}, (223, -5.1}, 

(228, -4-3}, (233, -3-1}, (238, -1-8}, (244, O . O } r  
(249, 1-6}, (254, 3-3}, (259, 5.0}, (264, 6.8)s (2691 8.6}, (274, 10.2). 
(279, 11.8}, (284, 13.1}, {28S, 14.3}, (294, 15.3) 

(* 
The solar t h e  and declination angle are computed for Berkeley, CA 
in summer (latitude 37 052'N, longitude 122 O2O1W, P.D.T.). Times 
are in the form (calendar day + day fraction). For example, 

declination angle function is P.D.T., not solar time. 
222.5 would be August 10 at noon. The input to the 

*) 

tsol,calc = Comgile[ 
{tl I 

1 EgnOfTime[t] -9.33 

24 24 * 60 t - - +  

ficalc = compile [ t, 
Module [ 

x 
{t = - (37 + Z ) ,  d ,  h,  day, tlrol}, 

180 

day = Floor[t] ; 
tsol zz tsol,calc [t 1 i 

tsol - Floor[t,lJ - 
x 2 

180 365 
d =  - 23.45 Sin[ - x (284 + day)] ; 

ArcSin[Sin[I] Sin[d] +Cos[t] Cos[d] Cos[h]] / /  N 

1 
I ;  
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Saturated Water 

(* P r o p e r i e s  of 

W i t h  [ 

Properties 

saturated water vapor at 1 atm. *) 

{a = 52.57633, b =  6790.4985, c = 5.02808, 

p = C o m p i l e [ T ,  103Exg[a- - - c L o g [ T ] ] ] ;  
b 
T 

pv’ = C o m p i l e  [T, 

s = C o m g i l e [ ~ ,  

I ;  

1 

461.8 
a =  -}, 
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